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Ben's Green Drakkoman Fund 2017

$2,500–$4,999
Anonymous
Kingston Police Pba

$1,000–$2,499
Anonymous
Bake Sale
King's Kids in Memory of Ben Stowell
Mont Pleasant Middle School
Nok Foundation
S.I.S. Insurance
Sunmark Charitable Community Foundation
Ulster Hose Co #5 Fire Dept

$500–$999
2nd Breakfast and Raffle Basket Proceeds
Andrea Lynn Sass
Anonymous
Bellissimo Fotography
Bob Weaver
Central Hudson Gas & Electric Corporation
Dave’s Tree Service
Dr. Matthew R Dicaprio in Memory of Benjamin Stowell
Equity Settlement Services
Guilderland Elks 2480 Inc.
Jeff and Clare Klingensmith
Mack & Associates, PLLC
Mr. Sean Mckenna in Honor of Zack Swart
Nathan Burgess' Aunt, Uncle, and Cousins Eva and Henry
In Memory Of Nathan Burgess
Puleo Delisle
Rosemary and Jim Tuite
Rotterdam Mohonasen Central School District
Shaker High School
Shannon Malak
Stacy Butow-Fasano
Suzanne's Neighborhood Tailgaters
Team LuLaPoPs: Jessica Reynolds, Julia Shober, Tricia Pipitone, Tori Reylea, Kathryn Billingsley, Laurie Morano,
Lori Braendli, Heather Bunch
Visions Dance Company
Woodstock Landscaping

$250–$499
Adktechs
Amanda Todd in Memory of Elaine M Pollard
Amy & Vin Molinaro
Anonymous
Arthur and Dolores Udland
Bob Ballerstein
Boughton's Contracting in Honor of Sue Boughton
Breakfast At Adams Fundraiser
Cathy and Whiz Wight
Catskill Central School District
Dan's Recovery and Towing
Dr. Matthew R Dicaprio
Dr. Matthew R Dicaprio in Memory of Benjamin Stowell
Edward J Dantzig in Honor of Kathy Venable
Ethel Resso
Friends
Friends of Ulster Hose Co.
Hv Bucs 50/50 Opening Game
Ibew Local 97 in Honor of Zack Swart
Izzi and Cousin James in Memory of Janina Vargas
Krause's Chocolate Basket Raffle in Honor of Zach Swart
Leslie Jermainne in Honor of Brian Jermainne Carla Hood
Lularoe
Lularoe By Catrin Brown
Martin, Harding & Mazzotti, LLP
Mid Hudson Misfits Roller Derby
Mr. & Mrs. Michael P. Bresnahan
Mr. Paul Cantalupo in Memory of Janina Vargas
Mustache! (Cash Collected)
Patrick R Buono
Puleo Delisle Cash
Sakinah Irizarry, Lmt 2/2017 Gratuities
The Cup Takes The Cake
The Gilberts
The Grifonetti Family
$250–$499 (continued)
The Sepesi Family
Thomas H Elias in Memory of Jake Hill
Ulster County Corrections Benevolent Association
World Class Gymnastics

$100–$249
46 Momma & Honored Kid Carla In Honor Of every child; your child, my child and collectively combined - OUR children, every single one! ($100 Match/The Triple Whammy - #46MommasShaveForTheBrave)
A. Pickett Construction Inc.
Aberdeen Kennels
Adam D’s Papa & Gigi
Adams
Aleksinko Family in Memory of Janina Vargas
Alexander Milne D.D.S.
Andrew Vaughan in Honor of Anthony Ferrara
Anna Arena Condoleo in Memory of Mitchell A. Kraeling
Annie Scibiencki
Anonymous
Anonymous in Memory of Kelsea Hawley and in Honor of Genna and Danny
Anonymous in Memory of Martin/Shirley Frawley
Anonymous in Memory of Mrs. Assunta Antonelli
Anonymous in Memory of Roselyn Daggett
Anthony Romano
Arya and Fuzz
Aunt Jenn’s Early Learning Center, Inc
Aunt Mish
Aunty M Grandpa Billy
Ava and Vivienne
B.A.B Cleaning and Organizing
Banana Moon Baking Company
Barbara Repko
Bellissimo Photography
Bernice & Dan Wernick
Best Brother Ever
Beth Gershuny

Bill & Eileen Geoghan
Box1075Customs
Brenda & Richard Scott in Memory of James Winne
Brian Murphy
Brittany Wilson
Brooks & Angela Mather
Bruce Barrett
Caryn Bishop
Cash Donors
Catherine a Davies
Cecelia G Swart in Honor of Zachary Swart
Centerville Fire Co., Inc.
Central Hudson Gas & Electric Corporation
Central Hudson Kingston Line Department
Chad Winnie
Charlene R. Campanelli
Charles Mattina in Memory of Janina Vargas
Chris & Jim Rioux in Honor of Chloe Rose Hyneman
Chris Poenicke
Christina’s Restaurant
Christy Costakis
Clare Milioto
Club Pet
Coach Constable, Petite Productions, Kim and David B
Colonial Motorcars Limited
Crs Mx Academy
Dan Chabot in Memory of Joseph J Chabot
Dan Fricke
Daniel and Melody Coughlin Jr.
Daniel Federmann
Dany and Petie Pensabene
David and Lisa Bondarenka
David Willinger
Dawn Palen
Debbie O'Brien
Debbie Stahlhuth in Memory of Mrs. Ruby Cook
Dm Hallahan in Memory of Mackenzie J Borchers
Dona, Skylar, and Connor
Donald B Stout
$100–$249 (continued)
Dr. Felicia Keesing in Memory of Ms. Lisa Ostfeld-Johns
Dr. Joseph M Mills
Dr. Lisa Connolly
Dr. Theresa Burns / Infinity Chiropractic
Ed Mercier in Memory of Nora Mercier
Eddie O in Honor of Zion The Victorious
Edward Fetzer
Eileen and Michael Liverani
Emerald Guard Lemp
Equity Settlement Cash
Equity Settlement Cash Donations
Esther and Roy in Memory of Aida Rodriguez
Ewa Sulinski
Fin and Tracey
Fred Klun
Friends of Adam
Friends of Chris
Friends of Edilton
Friends of Jace
Friends of Jeanette
Friends of Jennifer
Friends of Speedy
Friends of Thomas
From Sis
From Your Friends in Honor of Carla On Her 50th Birthday
Fuzzy - On a Mission. in Honor of My Fellow Survivors
Gae K Sorrentino in Memory of Gaye K Sorrentino
Gina & Mark Rote
Ginger a Mills in Honor of Kira Sass
Giuffre
Gramma Tam
Greg Noble
Hallie Ramirez in Honor of Ryan Cerullo
Harry J Woltman
Home Depot Foundation
Hot Chocolate Stand
Hot Cocoa Stand
Idania & Jose
Izlind Integrative Wellness
J. Watson Bailey Middle School
James Onnembo
Jason Smith
Jay/Rozanne Summerson
Jazmin Vargas in Memory of Janina Vargas
Jean Turmo Ltd. in Memory of Herb Swarthout
Jeff & Kelly Hogan
Jeffrey Heppner
Jenn and Amma Lee - Molly You Are Our Hero! in Honor of Emma Levine
Jenn Lord
Jeremy’s Mom & Dad
Jerry and Anne Leblanc
Jim & Coleen Sass in Honor of Kira Sass
Jim, Gail & Britanny Geoghan
Jimmy Harris
Joan & Steve Hart in Honor of Daniel Pintavalle
Joanna & Mark
Joanna Fakhouri
Joanne Bella
Joanne Kendall
Joe Mcgrath - In Loving Memory of Amy Mcgrath
Joe/Alan
John & Audrey Martin, Sue Cantelmo
John & Meghan Lefsky
John Garrity and Hope Velez
John Tabler in Honor of Eli Cooper
John/Carolyn Divenere in Honor of Adam Michael Divenere
Johnny Chinn
Jordan, Brian and JJ Dixon
Josefina P. Roldan
Kathy Brittell
Kellen, Kellen’s Mimi & Ethan Palmer
Kevin Casey
Kingston Plaza Promotional Fund
Kingston Professional Fire Fighters
Benevolent Association Inc.
Klover
$100–$249 (continued)
Kris, Mary & Eva Rothe
Kristin & Bruce in Honor of Chloe Hyneman
Kwh Builders
Kylie Mitchell
Larry Lentini
Lawrence Jacowitz
Lawrence Liodice
Lemonade Stand
Liliana Visco
Lin Gale in Memory of Nathan N Burgess
Linda Rose
Lora Wichmann
Lori & Adam Crawford
Lou G Alvarez
Love Mom, Dad, and Bella!
Luanne Hedderman
Lularoe
Lularoe With Sarah and Nicole
M, T, & J in Memory of Janina Vargas
Margaret Evon-Laier
Marie Pensabene in Memory of Janina Vargas
Mark and Ryan in Memory of Janina Vargas
Martin and Iris Onrot in Memory of Mrs. Pearl Barrett
Maryann Leonczyk
Maryann Wadsworth
Mason and Connor Cafaldo
Mathew & Kristin Molinaro
Mendelsohn Club of Kingston
Merle Parsons
Michael & Emerick Traudt
Michael Dilorenzo
Michael Grattini
Michael Schatziel
Michaela Martens in Honor of Andrea Rutledge
Mickey & Sue
Mid-Hudson Valley Federal Credit Union
Mike and Jean Lonczak
Mike, Marcy, Coral, Emerick & Aurelia In Honor Of All who have, are & will fight the battle.
Miss Karen Hock in Memory of Ben Stowell
Mom N Dad
Momma in Memory of Janina Vargas
Mommy and Daddy
Mqqnlite After Hours, LLC in Honor of Chloe Rose Hyneman
Mr and Mrs Glenn Traudt
Mr. Andrew Gozinsky
Mr. Angelo N Trapatsas in Memory of Ms. Janine Vargas
Mr. Anthony Giardina
Mr. Barry Essig
Mr. Bruce a Shreffler
Mr. Chris Davanzo Jr. in Memory of Janina Vargas
Mr. Christopher Downey
Mr. David L Alvarez
Mr. Donald Krom Jr.
Mr. Donald M Nemeth
Mr. Frank P Nemeth
Mr. Gary J Gregory
Mr. Jeffrey L Hill
Mr. Jeffrey Mcclelland
Mr. Jeffrey R Hurley in Memory of Sgt. Donald T Hurley
Mr. John P Casellini
Mr. Joshua E Santoro in Memory of Jani Cantalupo
Mr. Kevin Ashcroft
Mr. Kevin P Scullen
Mr. Lou Alvarez
Mr. Mark H Hedrick
Mr. Nick Kounas
Mr. Orlando Garcia Jr.
Mr. Paul Cantalupo in Memory of Janina Vargas
Mr. Paul L Sulzer
Mr. Phil & Theresa Mincone
Mr. Raymond Gale Iii in Memory of Nathan Burgess
Mr. Raymond Giangarra
Mr. Richard E Clarkson
Mr. Richard Santiago
Mr. Ricky J Negron
$100–$249 (continued)
Mr. Sean N Ogden
Mr. Stephen J Caridi
Mr. Tim Stowell in Honor of Ben Stowell
Mr. Tom Sackett
Mrs. Amy K Rose in Memory of Mr. Bruce Mortensen
Mrs. Andrea L Serroukas in Memory of Mac Davison
Mrs. Barbara E Hoyt in Memory of Dylan Woods
Mrs. Carole E. Wands in Memory of Rita Green
Mrs. Cathlin Boncardo
Mrs. Cecelia G Swart in Memory of David M Griffin, Sr
Mrs. Danielle Giossi
Mrs. Eileen M Satterlee in Memory of Ben Stowell
Mrs. Felicity J Quigley
Mrs. Jamie J Koshy in Memory of Mr. James F Collins
Mrs. Joan C Palmer in Memory of Lucy H Ciempa
Mrs. Joan Rutherford in Memory of Miss Janina Vargas
Mrs. Kathleen M Flansburg
Mrs. Kerri and Sean Sullivan
Mrs. Melanie Sheehan in Memory of Dominic Liples
Mrs. Nina Ali
Mrs. Roberta Garcia
Mrs. Tammy Mcguire
Mrs. Teresa a Coon
Mrs. Tina M Brueckner
Ms. Amanda Gurr
Ms. Caitlyn Mcnerney
Ms. Courtney Dagistan
Ms. Cynthia Proscia
Ms. Denise Miller
Ms. Heather Post
Ms. Jessica Keenan
Ms. Kelly M Messina in Memory of Mr. Richard M Hogan (My Dad), Sr.
Ms. Lisa Coyne Ferguson in Honor of Team Janina
Ms. Marina, Zion & Suga Jordan in Honor of Mr. Mitchell Kraeling
Ms. Mary Jimenez Olariaga
Ms. Nancy O Maynard in Honor of Ms. Kennedy Decker
Ms. Regine Crawford
Ms. Rosanna Acierno
Ms. Suzanne Shelpman in Honor of Hoping This Kicks
The #46Mommas Over 2 Million
Ms. Suzanne Shelpman in Honor of Your 8Th Shave With The 46 Mommas
Ms. Suzanne Shelpman in Memory of My Angel Alexander
Nancy a Lentz
Nancy Arduino
Nanny and Poppy Cantalupo
Nereida, Ann Marie and The Caring Folks At Sunmark
Olivia Grimsland Yoga
Pamela Gold
Papa & Gigi
Patricia Morasco
Patti and Sal
Pepe's Hair Salon
Peter D Olson in Memory of Betty Olson
Phil & Peggy Alvarez
Philip & Joni Cifarelli
Pm Pediatrics
Polly a Foncannon
Rabbi Ryan J Bach Phd
Ray W Negron
Raymond D Micucci Jr.
Regeneron Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
Richard and Christine Rush
Rick Mccolgan
Ritch Anthony
Robert and Parvatee Baker
Robert and Regina Thomann
Robert Dejoy
Roberta & Michael Mahlmeister
Robin Glass
Roland Berry
Rose & William Cornel
Rosie
Ryan Helmbold & Nicole Kwasnowski
Sandie Delorenzo
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$100–$249 (continued)
Sass Fire Extinguisher Service
Saugerties Youth Hockey Association
Sawyer Motors
Shannon Aronson
Sharon Wilber
Shawn Heppner
Sheila Bayne in Honor of Mr. Steve Will
Shook Insurance Agency, Llc
Signature Home Buyers
Skinny Vinny and Bill in Memory of Janina Vargas
Stacy Peskin in Memory of Donald Goldschmidt
Stephen Wood
Steve C Tozer
Steve Ladwig
Susan Udland
Suzanne Clark in Honor of Kellen Walden
Suzanne F. Jordan in Honor of Andrea Sass
Sweet Obsessions Cafe
Tamlynn Wilson
The Arora’s in Memory of Janina Vargas
The Clancy Family in Memory of Herbert N Wallace
The Clancy Family in Memory of Mr. Herbert N Wallace
The Duke Energy Foundation
The Horners
The Jerry and The Megan
The Kehoes
The Kim Family
The Leach Family in Memory of Nathan Burgess
The Lombardo Family
The Mcauley Family
The Mcgrath Family
The Schoepflin Family
The Soroka Family
Thomas Devito
Thomas R Swart in Honor of Zachary Swart
Tim Dussault
Tony and Laura

Tony Bagels in Memory of Janina Vargas
Tony Tiseo
Travelers Insurance
Ulster County Deputy Sheriffs’ Pba
Uncle Bugs
Uncle Steve and Aunt Dee
Unitedhealth Group
Valorie Parry
Veterinary Medical Center in Memory of Sophie Holeva
Vivian in Memory of Mr. Sam Vella
Ward Financial
Wayne Maisch
Woodstone Builders, Inc.
Your Favorite Mom
Your Sister

$1–$99
“Jeffers”
46 Momma & Honored Kid Carla “Lady Knight” Hood In Memory Of 3 young men (Nico Cassabilia, Tony Colton, my Little Bro in the Fight Kellen Walden) whose ripples in the sea of life will be felt for many, many years to come! a May they all 3 forever be a shin
Ab
Ace Hardware
Adam Edelstein
Adamhoward
Adams
Ade
Adelaide Furrer
Adelaide Scollo
Adrienne Mehan
Adrienne a Kelly
Albert and Roberta Whittaker
Albert Scanlon
Alex and Andrew Digilio and Marcel Lucchese
Alexis Maestri
Alf Muronda
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$1–$99 (continued)
Alice a Sillis in Honor of Claire Sillis
Alice Chan
Alicia Cafaldo
Alicia Kenny
Alicia Lilly
Alicia Paterno Parsi
Alicia Tallbe
Alisha Carlson
Alison George in Memory of Theo Alves
Alison Van Swearingen
Alissa Tulloch
Allan and Jeannette Vanblarcom
Allen and Janine Stokes
Allie and Aunt Jess
Allison and Paul Vaz in Memory of Eric Grappone
Allison Coleman
Alyson Dudek
Alyson Peluso
Amanda Bisaiillon
Amanda Ewaskiewicz
Amanda Fowler
Amanda Karch
Amanda N.
Amanda P.
Amber Fredenburg
American Water Charitable Foundation
Ami & Bill Harbig
Amy & Dave Rose
Amy & Matthew F
Amy Anson
Amy B Patton in Memory of Alexis Dickinson
Amy Borden
Amy Crantz
Amy Donnelly in Memory of Capt. Gerard V Meskill
Amy F
Amy Montalbano
Amy Shein in Honor of Sawyer J
Amy Towbridge
Ana and Tom in Memory of Mrs. Gloria a Grimes

Ana Psomiades
Anamarie Granger
Andrea Ferraro
Andrea Sass
Andrew Benjamin
Andrew Reardon
Andrew Rizzi
Andy & Laurie Rutherford
Andy Makal
Angela E Cassetta in Memory of Erik Thomas Sandoval
Angela J Evans
Angela M Bednarz in Memory of Mrs. Elizabeth Bednarz
Ann Diehl
Anna B. in Honor of Miss Kennedy a Decker
Anna Kane
Anna Newman
Anne & Jim Miller in Memory of Madeleine Liebezeit
Anne and Dan Bryant
Anne Breitenbach
Anne Caruthers
Anne F Obrien in Memory of John S Obrien Brien Obrien
Anni Pomeroy
Annie W.
Annmarie Huffman
Anonymous
Anonymous Dg
Anonymous in Honor of Chloe Rose
Anonymous in Honor of Liam Maxwell
Anonymous in Honor of Max Menedez
Anonymous in Honor of Zachary Swart
Anonymous in Memory of Bonnie Concepcion
Anonymous in Memory of Brianna Sharp
Anonymous in Memory of Helen Giesler
Anonymous in Memory of Marguerite Myers
Anonymous in Memory of Mr. Darren M Naccarato
Anonymous In Memory Of Nico Cassabria who recruited so many donors to donate blood for his fellow fighters
Anonymous in Memory of Nora Mercier
Anthony & Vicky
Anthony a Viscusi
$1–$99 (continued)

Anthony Caroselli
Anthony Carrara
Anthony Cintron
Anthony Denofio
Anthony Family in Honor of Ben Stowell
Antoinette and David Nowak
Antoinette Pizzino
Antonella Teri-Pietraniello
Antonio & Nick of Federico's Wood Fired Pizza
April and Donna Stanley-Mead in Honor of Mrs. Deborah a Mckenna
April Young
Arico Family
Arthur & Cindy Smith in Honor of Chloe Rose
Arthur and Phyllis Cooper
Ashley
Ashley Brown Llc
Ashley M Gutierrez
Audrey Peabody
Aunt Arlene
Aunt C
Aunt C Gilroy
Aunt Cate in Memory of Charlann Molloy
Aunt Dede and Uncle Jeff
Aunt Dee Dee
Aunt Donna and Uncle Garth
Aunt Jessie, Sammie and Brian
Aunt Kathy
Aunt Maddie, Tom and Theresa
Aunt Mary Dragoset
Aunt Mary in Honor of Annabella Munoz
Aunt Nancy Coon in Honor of Kennedy a Decker
Aunt Stacy, Uncle Matt and Julia
Auntie Andrea and Jason!
Aurelia Traudt
Ava Bach
B. Nerjes
B. Sanborn

B.R.A.I.N. Programs Inc. in Honor of Tori Lynn D.
Baking Fix
Banana Moon Baking Co.
Bananamoon Is'soyummy
Barbara & Gary Webb
Barbara Pastorelle
Barbara Sass in Honor of Kira Sass
Barbara Smith
Barbara Vazquez
Barringer
Barry Creagan
Batman Mosher
Becker Family
Becky and Adam Moore
Becky Fallon
Becky Gunning
Bekah Tiano
Belinda Linen
Ben Leon
Benjamin and Christine Zayac Jr.
Benjamin Cooper
Bennison Family
Ben's Dad in Honor of Ben Stowell
Bernadette Cafaldo
Bernadette Mccrudden
Bernadette Monari
Berning Custom Carpentry
Best Neighbors Ever
Beth
Beth & Bryan Foulds
Beth Ann Van Norstrand
Beth Cornell
Beth Scibienski
Beth Scobenski
Bethany Plant
Betina Paulik in Memory of Mitchell Kraeling
Betsy Sanford
Betty Ann Pietrzak
Bianca Covello
Big E (Bruce Ns Friend)
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$1–$99 (continued)
Bill Creighton
Bill Hadsel
Bill Merecka
Billy Cox
Bob and Judy Arsenault
Bob Boughton
Bob Kovachick
Bob Swingle in Memory of Emily, “Big” Larry, & “Little” Larry Swingle
Bobby G
Bonnie Larosa
Bonnie Van Benschoten
Boston Private Bank & Trust Company
Boxes For Mac
Brad C Boyd
Brad Hill
Brandon Stoutenburg
Brayden and Meyanna Washington
Brenda and Harry Elder
Brendan Phelan in Memory of Georgiana A.
Brian and Jennifer Damms
Brian and Tamara Bonesteel
Brian Bannen
Brian Benson
Brian Berry
Brian Bishop
Brian Dwyer in Memory of Mrs. Marlene Dwyer
Brian Jameson
Briana Kane
Brianna
Brianna&David Sutton
Brianne Lee
Bridget K Moreno
Brion & Amanda Salatino
Brittany and John
Brittany Cline
Brittany D’Orazio

Brittany Miller
Brittney Campbell
Brody
Bruce Nordenholt
Bryan Aitken
Bryan Ilgner
Bryan Sutton
Burt Gulnick
Cade Family
Cahill Teachers
Caitlin and John
Caitlyn Pugliese
Caleb Saulpaugh and Family
Captain Hot Dog
Cara Fish & Mike Schiff
Caralyn & Joey Barber
Cari Angellotti
Carie Colloton
Carlene’s Aunt in Memory of Carlene Garcia
Carly Hewitt
Carol
Carol & Albert Rando
Carol & Jose’ Fraga
Carol a Bergmann
Carol and Pete Arcuri
Carol Rowand
Carol Van De Water in Honor of Eli C
Carol Vanacore
Caroline Trani
Carolyn Carson
Carolyn Henzel
Carolyn Plum Leroy in Memory of Mrs. Jacqueline Ahl
Carrie Amell
Carrie Kennett
Cassandra B.
Cassandra Negri
Cassandra Vroman
Catherine Duvall
Catherine Kelly
$1–$99 (continued)
Catherine T Winslow
Cathy & Vincent Russell
Cb Mayer
Central Hudson Gas & Electric Corporation
Chanel Hayes
Chao Family
Charles and Jane Conley
Charlie and Barbara Warren
Charlotte Herscher
Charlotte Smith in Memory of Elizabeth Smith
Charlyn Wight
Chase Vanderlinden
Chelsea Noe
Cherie Bramley in Honor of Maddie Buchsbaum
Cheri Mulligan
Cheryl J Kniese
Cheryl Mcnamara
Cheryl Ostrander
Cheryl Trainor
Cherylin Richards (Mayo)
Chopp
Chris & Jen Hamilton
Chris and Diane Fell
Chris Blake Plumbing
Chris Hillmam
Chris Lavelle
Chris Mcmahon
Chris Patterson
Chris, Tim and Jackson
Christa R Obrien
Christi Lewis in Memory of Deven Leonis
Christian Maestri
Christina Debellis
Christine Keeney
Christine Rifenburgh
Christine Vedder
Christopher and Christine Kelly
Christopher and Cindy Wilson
Chrystal Delisio
Chrystean Scholz
Chuck and Ellen Tarbay
Cindy & Anthony Tacti Sr
Cindy & Dennis Crowley
Cindy Boyd in Honor of Chloe Rose
Cindy Ortlieb
Citizen Bank
Cj Rioux
Claire M Rowan in Honor of Rory Decker
Clare Dunn
Claude Porter in Memory of Mrs. Kimberly L Porter
Claudia Gukeisen
Claudia J Andreassen
Clifford & Dalaine Meyers
Colin & Ami
Colin Bell
Colin R Childers
Colleen & Jason Olszowy
Colleen and Jeffrey Lodge
Colleen Dresser
Colleen Dunn
Comare in Memory of Debbie Fischer
Conni Zager
Cookie Deliveries
Cookie Donation! Liz Westinghouse
Cooper Family
Cooper Simms
Coral Traudt
Corinne Steele
Corissa Fuentes
Courtney Mcsweeney
Courtney Parker
Courtney Remington
Coxsackie Dental Arts, Pllc
Crystal Michael
Crystal Moylan
Crystal Robinson
$1–$99 (continued)
Csi Inc. in Memory of Sheena Talmadge
Cuna Mutual Group
Curvy Consignments Plus, Wappingers Falls, NY in Memory of Bobby Meyer
Cyndi Hansen in Memory of Danny Hansen
Cynthia a Bruno
Cynthia Nguyen
Damian and His Family
Dan “Farmer” Lutz
Dana Bonjolo
Dana Galligan
Danial C Quinn
Daniel Herscher
Daniel P Butzer
Daniela a Opazo
Daniele Yannucci
Danielle Cardella
Danielle Quigley in Memory of Heidi Yungling
Darlene M Wasser
Darlene O’Donnell
Darlene S Reinhardt
Darmanin Lemonade Stand
Dave & Bonnie Ricketson
Dave & Katie Iannacone
Dave and Lauren Wittek
David and Sandra Stone
David and Teresa Foster
David Vigier-Segal
David White in Memory of Tammy Carbaugh
Davis Family
Davis Ladies
Dawn and Josh Bisignano
Dawn Conboy
Dawn Erickson
Dawn Green in Memory of Joann Ritchotte
Dawn M Cody
Dawn M Lapeter
Dawn Maloney in Honor of Elijah Cooper
Dawn Neal-Ellsworth
Dawn Tyler
Dawson’s
Dean P.
Deanna Sweeney
Deb Brinkman
Deb Carey
Deb Ciccone in Memory of Suzi Filak
Deb Malgieri
Deb Rinehart
Debb Reuss
Debbi Meyer
Debbie & Mike Dicerbo
Debbie Bannen
Debbie Molinaro in Honor of Kira Sass
Debbie Raffaele
Deborah Fogarty in Honor of Eli Cooper
Deborah Trask
Debra J Littlefield
Debra Pemstein and Dean Vallas
Deedee and Family
Defina Family
Deidra and Aiden in Memory of Miss Michelle Ortiz
Deirdre Altman in Memory of All The Little Angels Who Have Passed
Deloris
Denise Dicaprio
Denise I Croden
Denise J Daly
Denise Panza
Dennis &Denise Young
Dennis and Jennifer Burke
Dennis and Rita Sullivan
Derby Family
Derek & Jocelyn Michaels
Deron, Michelle, and Lorel Ross
Diana Schnell
Diane & Rick Rapp
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$1–$99 (continued)
Diane and Dan Kendall in Memory of Benjamin Stowell
Diane Basta Czwakiel
Diane Congello-Brandes
Diane Pavia
Dianne M Gronlund
Dick and Susan
Dig
Dina Greiner
Dinha Siegel in Memory of Nora Mercier
Dirk Junge
Diversified Supply Inc in Memory of Trevor Sheerer
Dominick M Cantalupo
Don & Cindy Bell
Don & Terry Maslanka
Don and Kim Jackson in Honor of Cooper Massey
Donna & Mike Allen
Donna Gilmartin in Memory of Mrs. Sandy Spaulding
Donna Harden
Donna Lavill in Memory of Roselyn S Daggett
Donna Wolf
Donovan and Nadine Cavallaro
D’Orazio Peterson Llp
Doreen L Decorah
Doris Ennis
Doug & Cindy
Douglas and Victoria Mulqueen
Dova Boice
Dr Adam T Silverman
Dr Liana Das
Dr. Crystal Schachter
Dr. Funk N Stein Phd
Dr. Laurel W Olexa
Dr. Lisa Flack
Dr. Mike Karol
Dr. Nancy a Krucher
Dr. Paul Chu
Dr. Rachel H Evans
Dr. Walter F Brisken

Drew, Lyra and Keira
Duane and Suzanne Crapser
Dwight B. Ladu
E
Earrings
Ed Dominguez
Edgar Glascott in Honor of Kiera Enright
Edward and Susan Roeser
Edward Evans
Edward W Brown
Elaine
Elaine and John
Elaine Barbato
Elaine Cianflone
Elaine Hayes
Elaine Lederman in Honor of Donald Nemeth
Elaine Longto
Elaine M Hamilton
Elaine Montleon
Elena Dwyer
Elisa, Ray & Sofia Williams
Elizabeth Botsford
Elizabeth Detweiler
Elizabeth Drobnicki in Honor of Gladys Drobnicki
Elizabeth Giancaspro in Honor of Nicole Giancaspro
Elizabeth Rocco
Elizabeth S Morehead
Ellen & Jonah Triebwasser in Memory of
Mrs. Nora Mercier
Ellen Harrison
Ellen M Growan
Ellen Sweet
Ellie & Caitlyn
Elmendorph Hand Spinners Attending The Sock Retreat
Emily
Emily Booth
Emily Hale-Rude
Emily Martin
Emily Wyatt Schneider
$1–$99 (continued)
Enza Derosa
Eric and Nicole Molinaro
Eric B Leblanc
Eric Hoppel
Erica Feldscher
Erica Godlewski in Memory of Devon Laprade
Erica Jeffers
Erica Teiper
Erika Nagy
Erin B
Erin Dow & Anita Brakman in Memory of Mac Davison
Erin Dupre
Erin Park
Erin Smith
Erin, Anita, Ayla & Samara in Memory of Mac Davison
Espo Deviccaro
Estelle Porter
Ethan Kane
Ethan’s Dad
Ethan’s Dad in Honor of Liam Maxwell
Fahsel Family
Feeney Family in Memory of Mairead E Feeney
Felipe & Aida
Fernquist
Finley Weiskopf
Finnegan Brown
Fiona & Ed
Fiona Miceli-Smarrito
Fischer Family
Flat Steve
Flo & Joe Landolfi
For All The Babies In Our Hearts
For Mac
For Those Missing Mac
Foster and Sue
Foster R Ribbsamen
Fran Conti
Frank & Dolly Molinaro
Frank and Company Frine Jewelers
Franzese Family
Fred J Dwyer
Friend of Mikey Mccracken
Friends of Brian
Friends of Darren
Friends of Gabby
Friends of Green Drakkoman’s Team
Friends of Hopewell Buyrite
Friends of Jacky
Friends of Jayden
Friends of John
Friends of Jordan
Friends of Kudakwashe
Friends of Lee Anne
Friends of Mike
Friends of Rory
Friends of Ryan
Friends of Shavin’ For Ayven
Friends of Stuart
Friends of Team Noah’s Ark
Friends On Denver Road
From Owen, Supporting His Friends Morgan, Dominic, and Jesse
Furry Face Fibers
Gable and Cathleen Erenzo
Gabriel Freeman
Gael Alba
Gail and Ron Peck
Gail Dedrick
Gambino Family
Garrett & Tara Dyal
Gary & Ann Cisek
Gary Robbins
Gary Wells
Gary’s Carpet & Flooring Depot
Ge Foundation
Gene Petersen
Geoff and Ursula Hall
George and Jennifer Odlum III
$1–$99 (continued)

George Barilla in Memory of Mary Hizny
George Sullivan
George Urciuoli
Giarraputo Family in Honor of Zach Swart
Gigi
Gina Blume
Gina Ricci & Family
Gina Tronco
Gizella Papanicolaou
Glenda B Kelman
Glenn Gandrow
Gloria Rutulante
Goodmans
Go’Ondave Shavethebeard
Grace and Justin Shultis
Grace Giampietro
Graiff Family
Gramma and Papa Mullen
Grammie and Pa
Grammie Burke
Grammy and Poppy in Honor of Miss Aveyn Trestick
Grandma & Grandpa
Grandma and Grandpa
Grandma Betty
Grandma Bowers
Grandma Cheryl
Grandma Shorty Maietta
Grandma Susie
Grands Liz and Fritz
Greg Ghirardi
Gregory Gonzalez
Gregory C Bray Phd
Guitar Friend in Memory of Miss Shelley Paulos
H
Hank and Irene Ramirez in Memory of Glenn Ramirez
Hannah Palen For: Mom- Angela Palen <3
Hansen

Happy 8th Birthday, Adam! Love Mommy, Daddy, and Lillian
Harper Noelle
Hartrum Family and Friends in Memory of All Loved Ones
Heather Baldwin
Heather Horgen
Heather Paschal
Heidi Barcomb
Heidi Lawless in Memory of Mrs. Amy Mcgrath
Heidi Miller
Heidi Stover
Heidi Stromberg
Hendricks Family
Herby Zilla - Louis Walter’s Cousin
Heron and Earth Design
Higgins’ Family
Holly L. Delai and Associates
Hope Antonelli
Hope M. Velez & John Garrity in Memory of Janina Angelique Vargas
Hudson and Ryker Darmanin
Hudson Valley Endodontics
Hudson Valley Virtual Assistant in Honor of Zach Swart
Hudsons Lala-Grandmother in Memory of Mrs. Anna Viviano
Hunter Heppner in Honor of Zack Swart
Hunterand Hudson
Ice Cream Lovers @ Lone Wolf Harley Davidson
In honor of my daughter Bri, I also shaved for a St. Baldrick event.. You’ve raised an incredible young man
Indigo Munoz-Weaver
Indoor Weather Control, Inc.
Irene and Kevin Minerley
Irene Stickle
Iris Collazo in Memory of Janina Vargas
Irizarry Family
Ironclad Concepts, LLC
$1–$99 (continued)
Isabel Lim
Isabella and Dominic Trapani
Isaiah Cantalupo
Isaiah Ives
J.J. & Laura Austrian
Jack Jones in Honor of All Who Bravely Fight
Jack Reece
Jackie Bogosian
Jackie Flansburg in Memory of Walter Flansburg
Jackie Klee
Jackie Trinceri
Jacqueline a Fenaroli
Jacqueline and Anthony Monaco in Honor of
Mr. Justice Disney
Jacqueline Purcell
Jake and Cyndi
James & Cecile Doddato
James and Bobbi Whiteford
James and Elena Rae Maskell
James and Luz Christina Mooney
James C Spicka
James Curran
James Lentz
James Sottile
Jamie & Julie Rifenburgh
Jamie and Stefanie Bruno
Jane and Eric Schwartz in Honor of Mia Dylan Goldberg
Jane and Julie in Memory of Mac Dussling-Davison
Jane Kim
Jane Pike
Jane T.
Jane Tirc
Jane Young
Janet Brocco
Janet Wallace
Janice Palmer
Janine Cantalupo

Janine Conlen
Janine Olah
Jason and Alli Green
Jason Beaulieu
Jason Diottaviano
Jason Ryan
Jay & Alisa Gumaer
Jayden M Mauceri
Jaymi Scozzari
Jayne Griesemer
Jayson and Jill Sites
Jds LawnCare
Jean
Jean Cotton
Jean Koh
Jeanine Spencer
Jeanne M Baker
Jeannine Mcerlean
Jeff & Aja Sisco
Jeff Ferrer in Memory of Dr. Joseph and Saundra Ferrer
Jeff Nordenholt & Family
Jeff Stairs
Jeffrey a Karliner in Memory of Mrs. Gloria Karliner
Jen Cantalupo & Joe in Memory of Janina Vargas
Jen Parsons
Jen Poyer
Jenn and Ray Morandi
Jenn Varner-Reenckens in Memory of Ray Varner
Jenna Slade
Jenna, Brian, & Sophie
Jennie L Wilklow-Riley
Jennie Youmans
Jennifer a Montalbano in Honor of Leo Daggett
Jennifer and Jack Westermann
Jennifer Braun
Jennifer Brocco
Jennifer Didonato
Jennifer Hawley
Jennifer Kelly
$1–$99 (continued)
Jennifer Neal-Noschese
Jennifer Palacio
Jennifer Samuels
Jennifer Scarpa-Meade
Jenny Bowers
Jenny O in honor of a childhood cancer survivor who just earned Eagle Scout! In Honor Of Seamus M
Jeremy Arciello
Jerry Dolan
Jerry Mcdonough in Memory of Trucker Dukes
Jerry Nichols
Jerry O’Toole
Jess and Allie Deangelis
Jess Cone
Jesse Smith
Jessica Bayne
Jessica Bilz
Jessica E Hines
Jessica Griffin
Jessica J Civitaress In Honor of Mark F Civitaress
Jessica L Jones
Jessica Negron
Jessica Sass in Honor of Kira Sass
Jessica Van Kleeck
Jessica Vogel
Jessica Vogel in Memory of Gabby M Vogel
Jessie Sasso
Jill Becker
Jill Dugan
Jill Fox
Jill Holtman in Memory of Nora Mercier
Jill Kiernan in Memory of James Faber
Jill Simon
Jim
Jim and Jeannie Bach
Jim Daly
Jim Mcmanus
Jim Sass Iii in Honor of Kira Sass
Jo Cicale in Honor of Caralyn & Joey Barber
Jo, Wen and Mags
Joan & Steve Hart
Joan & Steve Rosenfeld
Joan Mcgrenaghan
Joann Held
Joann Schweitzer
Joann Shultis
Joanna & Mark
Joanna Keith
Joanne and Mike Burns
Joanne Bella
Joanne Gariepy
Joanne Gomula
Jody and Jim Keator
Joe & Amy Vanamburgh
Joe & Judy Defino
Joe & Rose Burrarato in Memory of Miss Janina Vargas
Joe and Kate Schoonmaker
Joe Benedetto
Joe Cicale
Joe Defino
Joe Denofio
Joe Ernst
Joe Harris in Honor of Heading Toward The Next Million #46Mommas
Joe K in Memory of Robert Schell
Joe Killian
Joe Panella
Joe R
Joey D & Salo
Johanna Murphy
John & Ellen Finger
John & Maria Walter
John and Ellen Shook
John and Faith Dickson
John and Jesstine Waite
$1–$99 (continued)
John and Margaret Martine
John and Susan Kavanagh
John Divenere
John Hancock Financial Services
John M Heppner
John Manzio in Memory of Janina Vargas
John McVay
John Schiskey
John Vonahn
Johnny & Jack Nessler
Johnny Fricke
Johnny Heinze Jr.
Jolynn Williams
Jon and Taryn
Jon Ramirez
Jonathan and Regina Comer
Jonathan Pierce
Jonathan Williams
Jordan G Vanvalkenburg
Jordyn Ross
Joseph and Jaclyn Tiano Jr.
Joseph Brocco
Joseph Buchanan
Joseph Connors in Memory of Janina Vargas
Joseph M Marino
Joseph Parker
Josephine Milidones
Josh and Sarah Shomo
Josh Kounjian
Josh Rappoport
Joshua and Janine Babcock
Josiah Karsten in Honor of Aurora Decker
Josie Milidones
Joy Romanski in Memory of Macalister Davis
Joyce L Cain
Joyce L.
Joyell S Gibbs

Jr Cutolo
Jr’s Auto Body, Inc.
Judith Buechele
Judy Palmatier
Julia & Zoe Otero
Julie and Jane in Memory of Mac Davison-Dussling
Julie Bushart
Julie Kelsall-Dempsey
Julie Lonczak
Julie Miller
Julina
June Weldon
Justi a Marvin
Justin D Kaminski in Memory of Laurel a Kaminski
Justin Kelly
Justin Mcleod
Justine Ochal in Honor of Ayven Trestick
Justine Rose
K. Hoss
Kaitlin Kellie Kevin
Kala M Marino
Kaleb Gottehrer
Kannengiesser Family
Karen & Gary Mcguggart
Karen & Marcus Jaiclin
Karen and Glenn Harkness
Karen and Ron Dupont
Karen Bahrenburg
Karen Brocco
Karen Capello
Karen Clark
Karen Coleman
Karen Duma
Karen Falasca
Karen L Evans
Karen Miller
Karen Pignataro
Karen Riso and Patti Gadis in Honor of Team Janina
Karen Rodick
Thank You
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Karen Sauer in Memory of Judith a Sauer
Karen, Wes, Cody, Zack, and Tyler
Karina Galeano
Kasey Currier
Kasey Klitzner-Downes in Honor of Jay Klitzner
Katcher Family
Kate Di Nardo & Parker
Kate Dunham
Kate Halwick
Katharine Riedinger
Katherine Scipioni
Kathie
Kathleen & Gary Hackmeyer in Memory of Nora Mercier
Kathleen Anduze in Honor of Jaheem Dinardo
Kathleen Casazza
Kathleen Kelly
Kathleen Kelly in Memory of Mr. William H Greene
Kathleen Korman
Kathleen Lynch Pellegrino
Kathleen Mcgrane
Kathleen P Owitz
Kathleen Statz
Kathy Almendarez-Padilla
Kathy Barrans
Kathy Foster
Kathy Freese
Kathy Fricke
Kathy Gavin
Kathy George
Kathy Gregory
Kathy Henry Giannone
Kathy M Lomuscio
Kathy Seney
Katrina Lombardo
Katrina, Joe & Liliana
Katy Roeber in Honor of Chloe Rose
Kayla Lennon
Kayla Simon
Kaylee I
Kayleigh Dolan
Kaylynn Massa
Keelan Evanini
Keith Oneill
Keith O’Neill
Kelli Nordahl
Kelly Charette
Kelly Davanzo in Memory of Janina Vargas
Kelly Davis
Kelly Greco
Kelly S Connolly
Kelsey Alvarez & Steve Pokalsky
Ken & Janine Meyer
Ken & Jeanne Woods
Ken and Mary Evans
Ken and Mary Jones
Ken Crannell
Keri Savona
Kermit D Frog
Kerri L Brennan
Kerri L Molini
Kerry Russell
Kevin & Judy Peters
Kevin & Renee Hinchey
Kevin and Cheryl Gale
Kevin and Patricia Ryan
Kevin S McLaren
Kevy G (Friend of Bruce)
Kiki Smith
Kim & Kenny Bourbeau
Kim Buntele
Kim Kelly
Kim Laurie La Pointe
Kim Simpson
Kim Warner
Kimberlee Scott
Kimberly A. Coelho
$1-$99 (continued)
Kimberly Conde
Kimberly Green Appraisal Service
Kimberly Hitchcock
Kimberly Shomo
Kimberly Smith
Kipp Family
Kiri & Alfonso
Kirsten Gibson
Kirstine
Knox Family
Kobe Neilsen
Kris Ferris in Memory of Daniel S. Ferris
Kris N Chip
Kristen Boehm
Kristen Lake
Kristin Brassard
Kristin Tiano
Kristy Craven
Krsity Goergen
Krystal Garney
Krysty Krywko
Kudakwashe Muronda
Kulbida Family
Kulbida Family in Memory of Mark Barabash
Kurt Valentiner
Kymm Wiles
Lainie Silverberg
Lan
Lanah
Larissa & Charles Baker
Laura Billingham Photography
Laura Fulmer
Laura Garofalo
Laura Holzhauer
Laura Murphy
Laura Parker
Laura Satchell
Laura Walzer
Laureen Tabler
Lauren and Ross
Lauren Maher
Lauren Swan & Dylan Gallagher
Lauri Wisniewski
Laurie Graziano
Laurie Grieco
Laurie Hatch
Laurie Heckler
Laurie Scarselli
Laurie Sheeley
Laurie Sutton in Memory of Eileen Shannon
Lawrence and Leeanne Thornton
Leah Siuta in Memory of Deborah Kjellander
Leahey Family in Honor of Jo Mongelluzzo
Leeanne Richards
Leigh Anne O’Connor
Lennon Family
Lenny and Alicia
Leonard Carcaramo
Leo’s Grandma
Leroy Family in Honor of Ayven Trestick
Lesa Foster
Leslie
Leslie Warren
Lexi Savaglio
Lili and Freddie G in Honor of Nathanial Leach
Lillian Carney
Lily Leong
Linda Breen
Linda Dalton
Linda De Mayo
Linda Kimmey
Linda Kuhar
Linda Kuhar in Honor of Eli Cooper
Linda M (Ghent Food Bank)
Linda M Bruder in Memory of Catherine M Mcgrail
Linda Reed
$1–$99 (continued)
Linda S Macdonald in Honor of Ayven Trestick
Linda Stewart
Linda Thoden in Memory of Mr. John Mesnick, Sr.
Linda, Austin & Adam
Lindsay Decker
Lindsay Polsinelli
Lindsay Stern
Lindsey Hill
Lisa
Lisa & Steve Knight
Lisa & Tim Conklin
Lisa Bach
Lisa Bolden
Lisa Brooke Salyer
Lisa Chefalas
Lisa Cutten
Lisa Daggett
Lisa Dodd
Lisa Fleischmann
Lisa Gallo
Lisa Hunter
Lisa Longto in Memory of Crazy Grandma
Lisa Lupini
Lisa M Leclerc845
Lisa M Rowe
Lisa Mcdermott
Lisa Murphy Coppinger
Lisa Papo in Memory of Gregory Montalto
Lisa York
Lisa's Emergency & Everyday Pet Care
Liz Amerman
Liz Cullers
Liz Parisio
Liz Provenzano
Logan K.
Lois Lang
Loise Bigando

Lora Wichmann in Memory of Nathan Burgess
Loredana Bertucci
Lori & Sharon Tedford
Lori Celuck
Lori Grimaldi
Lori Lasher
Lori Leonbruno
Lori Mitchell in Honor of Eli Cooper
Lori Smith
Lorraine Farrell
Lou & Linda Via
Louqueen Whalen
Louie Morales
Louis and Marie Guarnieri
Louis Walter & Family
Love You Carla- Kellen
Love You Lala
Love Your Lala
Lucia Liggeri in Memory of Mr. Camillo Di Giacomo
Lucy O’Flaherty
Lugo Family
Luisa Groulx
Lularoe Christin Bell
Lularoe Tina Mcgary
Lw Tree Service Inc
Lydall - Tara N.
Lydia Binotto in Memory of Charlann Molloy
Lynda Baker
Lynn & Rodney Vroman
Lynn Myers
Lynne and Randy in Honor of All of The Children That Are Diagnosed Each Day
Lynne Hunting
Lynne Stiefler in Honor of Suzanne Shelpman and Her Son Alex
M M Viviano
M&M Lewis
Macaroni Kid: Saugerties
Macgiffert Family
$1–$99 (continued)
Madison Delfaus in Memory of Ms. Janina Vargas
Madison The Dog!
Maggi Family
Maggie and Michael Gregory
Maggie, Ken and Tess Rothwell
Major D’Orazio
Malinda Pollack
Mamma & Papa Rath
Maple Lane Storage
Marc Smith
Marcia Mcmanigal
Marcia Ziegler in Memory of Julie Ziegler/Buerkle
Marcie D Rath
Marcie L Davis
Marco in Memory of Dr. Camillo Di Giacomo, Md
Marcus a Ashmore
Marek D Jacobs
Marey L Bailey
Margaret Oliver
Marguerite Martin
Maria Cakes
Maria Clearwater in Memory of Anna Schenck
Maria Mcclade
Mariann Connolly
Marianne Dicerbo
Marie and Steve
Marie C
Marie Hull
Marie Pensabene
Marie Pensabene in Memory of Janina Vargas
Mariel Hilowitz
Marielle Morin
Marina Pugliese in Honor of Larry Leone
Marino D’Orazio
Mario & Catherine Scalisi
Marissa L Colson in Memory of Zoie Bardin
Marissa L Yonnetti
Marjan Sojeri
Marjorie a Mierzejewski
Mark & Diane Stauble
Mark and Danielle Grant
Mark Baker and Ashley Haight
Marlene Gumaer in Honor of Chloe Hyneman
Marlene Michels
Marlene Ribbsamen
Marlene Trapani in Memory of Cos A. Trapani Jr.
Marlon and Carolyn Munoz
Martha Rufino
Martha Velardi (Babka)
Martin D Hull
Mary and Jim N.
Mary and Phil Pomeroy
Mary B. Vennard
Mary Blundell
Mary Chang
Mary Ellen Gale
Mary Johnson
Mary K Ott
Mary Langjan
Mary M Jarvis
Mary Noecker
Mary Rogers
Mary Wood
Mary Yegoryan
Mary Zanghi
Maryann Mills
Maryann Witkowski in Honor of Kira Sass
Marylynn L Valis in Memory of Claudia Gorman
Mason Bach
Matt & Jessie
Matt Montefusco/Carol Hientz in Memory of
Janina Vargas
Matt Rider
Matthew Brady in Memory of Kidsneedmore Mp, Cs, Bs
Matthew Dolan
Matthew Montano
$1-$99 (continued)
Matthew’s Mom (Kelli Tracy) in Memory of Matthew J Tracy
Mattman
Maureen
Maureen & Jim Duff in Honor of Richard Wagner
Maureen & Todd Hackett
Maureen A. Barton
Maureen and Joe Danko
Maureen Hackett in Honor of Kira Sass
Maureen McCauliff
Maynard Family
Mccaig Family in Memory of Jonboy Vanetten
Mccaigs in Memory of Jonathan E Vanetten
Me
Meaghan Caggiano
Meg Harvey
Megan E Moran
Meghan Barry
Melissa
Melissa & John - We Love You Eddie
Melissa & John At Kids Need More in Memory of Mitch Kraeling
Melissa & Nick Palmucci
Melissa and Nathan Ingersoll
Melissa Cody
Melissa Davis in Memory of Mac Davison
Melissa J Salmi
Melissa Mauro
Melissa Papanicolaou
Melissa Pierce
Melissa S Ziter
Melissa Winne
Melody King
Mgt
Michael & Elizabeth Mills in Memory of Tristan Mills
Michael & Sarah
Michael a Mathusa
Michael and Annette Vandow
Michael and Olivia Harris in Memory of Miss Holly Wade
Michael Bo
Michael Bonse
Michael Boyle
Michael Cama
Michael Dempsey in Memory of Janina Vargas
Michael Dominelli
Michael Hichak
Michael Hovdestad
Michael J Amendola
Michael Jr.
Michael Kavanagh
Michael Laskowski
Michael Meyers
Michael Tauber
Michael Walpole Sr.
Michael’s Mom and Dad
Michele Dunning
Michell Lin
Michelle Buono
Michelle Cannarozzi
Michelle Demild
Michelle Gabree-Huba
Michelle Levesque
Michelle Tabako
Michelle Van Loan
Michelle, Jon, Julianna, JJ, & Nana!
Mickey’s’ Igloo 3 in Memory of Donna Vetere
Microsoft
Midnight, Clara, Trigger, Rascal, Rob, Becky, Carole
Mike and Donna Allen
Mike and Kourt in Memory of Trevor Blake
Mike H
Mike Miron
Mike R
Mike Warner
$1–$99 (continued)
Mike, Crystal, & Alaina Staccio
Miller Middle School Bake Sale
Mimi Koonz in Honor of Brain Cafaldo
Miranda Hewitt
Miss Alexandra Fitzgerald
Miss Andrea M Roberts
Miss Ann Marie Walpole
Miss Dena a Catucci
Miss Ellyn Hosier in Honor of Miss Audrey Michels
Miss Gabby M Wolpert
Miss Heather L Stock
Miss Jennifer Tokle
Miss Joanna M Fiore
Miss Kaila M Barton
Miss Kimberly Cisek
Miss Laura J Watson
Miss Lauren Creagan in Memory of Madison Creagan
Miss Lauren Goldstein
Miss Loretta M Gutierrez
Miss Michelle Ewert
Miss Michelle L Buonfiglio
Miss Rachael Liguori
Miss Samantha L Farcher
Miss Stefanie J Trosko
Miss Vicky's Boutique
Missy Joy & Eddie
Mj & F in Honor of Zach Swart
Mo & John Gibbons
Mohonasen Central School District
Mom
Mom and Dad
Momma Ceejay in Memory of $46 For Alexander’s 46th Birthday
Mommy, Daddy & Sissy’s
Mommy, Daddy, Lily in Honor of Eli Cooper
Mona Policastro
Morgan A.
Morgan Von Sutphen’s Grandma & Grandpa
Morgan, Colin and Harper
Morgan, Harper and Colin
Moshup Galbraith in Memory of Alexander Galbraith
Mr & Mrs William Traudt
Mr & Ms Sunshine
Mr. Aaron Guilmette
Mr. Adam Brown
Mr. Adam Wawrynek
Mr. Allen Rowe
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Gottfried
Mr. and Mrs. The Whale
Mr. Andrew Weise
Mr. Anthony Anglisano
Mr. Anthony Lopinto
Mr. Art Cornell Phd
Mr. Artie Daggett
Mr. Barry Martin
Mr. Brendan J Hoolan
Mr. Bryan E Delehanthy in Memory of Mrs. Maureen Dinuzzo
Mr. Carlos Bonilla
Mr. Carlos Vazquez
Mr. Chris Bridgwood
Mr. Chris Poenicke
Mr. Chris Young
Mr. Christopher a O’Toole
Mr. Christopher Avellino
Mr. Christopher L Colby in Memory of Andrew Colby
Mr. Christopher S Nikles
Mr. Conor Mcgarry
Mr. Dave Blakely
Mr. David Cohen and Family
Mr. David Kass in Memory of Janina Vargas
Mr. Dennis Carlo Patella in Honor of James Patella
Mr. Dolph Klainberg
Mr. Dominic Faga
Mr. Donald F Murphy in Memory of Ms. Janina Vargas
Mr. Donald H Betts in Memory of Mr. Bob Betts
$1–$99 (continued)
Mr. Donald Van Loan Jr.
Mr. Douglas H Tyler Iii
Mr. Edwin Kernan
Mr. Eli & Nichole Hammond
Mr. Eric H Ramirez in Memory of Glenn C Ramirez
Mr. Eugene M Sullivan
Mr. Frank Benjamin Jr.
Mr. Gary Fishkin
Mr. Geoffrey Bansen
Mr. George Sitilides
Mr. Hank Chase
Mr. Hilary Herscher in Memory of Jeremy Schneider
Mr. Jack Throckmorton
Mr. Jack/Lyn Heppner in Memory of Hep Heppner
Mr. Jaime Toolan
Mr. Jason Brassard in Honor of Ayven Trestick
Mr. Jesse a Saperstein in Memory of Mrs. Shirley Gitlin-Saperstein
Mr. Joe Maier
Mr. John a Guzzo Sr.
Mr. John Benoit
Mr. John D Husnay
Mr. John J Rubino
Mr. John Manzione
Mr. Jonathan Hambright
Mr. Joseph Augulis
Mr. Joseph Conti
Mr. Joseph D Leonard
Mr. Joseph M Sheehan
Mr. Karl G Schlegel
Mr. Keith Bowles in Honor of Colin Bowles
Mr. Kenneth E Kucker
Mr. Kevin B Egan
Mr. Kevin P Doyle
Mr. Leo Daggett
Mr. Liam T O'Malley
Mr. Logan a Walz
Mr. Luke Ryder
Mr. Mario Restivo in Memory of Mr. Tom Rowe
Mr. Mario Sulinski
Mr. Mark C Mortier
Mr. Matt Pfisterer
Mr. Michael L Sarno
Mr. Michael P Mulhall
Mr. Michael R Alvarez
Mr. Michael S Fishman
Mr. Mickey Palermo
Mr. Morgan Von Sulphen
Mr. Nick Rudy
Mr. Odysseus Stefanis in Memory of
Mrs. Rosemarie Stefanis
Mr. Pablo Saint-Gerons
Mr. Paolo Riggi
Mr. Patrick Parke
Mr. Paul Bernstein
Mr. Paul Green in Memory of Sam Jeffers
Mr. Paul J Richman
Mr. Paul M Cantalupo
Mr. Peter a Dilorenzo
Mr. Randy Hait
Mr. Raymond C Mayone
Mr. Rich Dominelli
Mr. Rob L Niesel Jr. in Memory of John T Niesel
Mr. Robert Barilla Sr.
Mr. Robert K Lanier
Mr. Robert M Viviano
Mr. Robert M Viviano in Memory of Anna Viviano
Mr. Robert M Viviano in Memory of
Mr. Robert M Viviano, Sr.
Mr. Robert M Viviano Jr.
Mr. Ron M Knowles
Mr. Ronald J Geccsedi
Mr. Rory Bisignano
Mr. Rory J Ainsworth
Mr. Rosario a Damato
Mr. Russell Place
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Mr. Salvatore J Manteria in Memory of John Manteria
Mr. Scott Schwalm
Mr. Sean D Spencer
Mr. Sean N Ogden
Mr. Sheldon Wilson in Memory of Michael C Coluccio
Mr. Stefan Bozydaj Jr.
Mr. Stephan Goodman
Mr. Steve Gonick
Mr. Steven King
Mr. Steven R Carroll
Mr. Thomas D'Amicantonio
Mr. Thomas F Burns
Mr. Thomas Grega
Mr. Thomas Mulvihill
Mr. Thomas Sansone
Mr. Tim Quigley
Mr. Tim Stowell in Honor of Ben Stowell
Mr. Timothy R Wynne
Mr. Tom Kirschenheiter
Mr. Tom M Cardno
Mr. Tommy Gibbons
Mr. Tony and Jessica Gallo
Mr. Travis L Gladitsch
Mr. Travis P Dutka
Mr. Vincent Altieri
Mr. Vincent Fabozzi
Mr. Vincent J Laspina
Mr. Vinny Tamagna
Mr. Walter Huzior
Mr. Wes and Jill Finger
Mr. William Batchelor
Mrs. Adrienne Doddato in Memory of Mr. Jack Harris
Mrs. Agnes Padula-Murphy
Mrs. Alice Cantalupe in Memory of Janina a Vargas
Mrs. Alicia Tatum
Mrs. Alison R Licata in Honor of Mrs. Maria Licata
Mrs. Allyson M Whittaker
Mrs. Althea Burhans
Mrs. Amanda and Nathan Degroat
Mrs. Amanda Tuccillo
Mrs. Amy Cantelmo
Mrs. Amy Feinberg
Mrs. Amy Henderer
Mrs. Amy K Rose
Mrs. Angela M Rueda
Mrs. Angie Solano in Memory of Joseph Smigielski
Mrs. Ann Fedeli
Mrs. Ann M Krom in Honor of Chloe R Hyneman
Mrs. Ann Singer
Mrs. Anna Davila
Mrs. Annie Mcclelland
Mrs. Annmarie Westermann
Mrs. Antoinette Nowak
Mrs. Ariel E Degroat
Mrs. Beth a Guido
Mrs. Beverly Conto
Mrs. Bonnie J Simpkins
Mrs. Brigitte a Weeks
Mrs. Cade Family
Mrs. Carly R Lynch
Mrs. Caryn D Milliot in Memory of Christopher J Dunleavy
Mrs. Casey Ogden-Flaherty
Mrs. Cathy Averill in Honor of Zachary Swart
Mrs. Celi Cantalupe in Memory of Janina a Vargas
Mrs. Cherelyn B Volpert
Mrs. Cherelyn Volpert
Mrs. Cheryl Newkirk
Mrs. Christa Cruise in Memory of Anthony E Cruise
Mrs. Christine Corrado
Mrs. Christine Dolan
Mrs. Christine Geraci
Mrs. Christine Sepesi
Mrs. Cindy Bogdanowicz Kern
Mrs. Cindy Milutin
Mrs. Claire V Jankowski
Mrs. Claudia Motta
Mrs. Colleen Contreni
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Mrs. Cristina R Wheeler in Honor of Ayven Trestick
Mrs. Dale Thompson in Memory of Carly E Bradley
Mrs. Dana Heppner
Mrs. Dana Murphy
Mrs. Dawn Santiago
Mrs. Debbie Kelly
Mrs. Deborah a Becker
Mrs. Deborah a Short
Mrs. Debra a Silverman
Mrs. Denise M Lagasse
Mrs. Denyse Ortlieb
Mrs. Diana Guerrini
Mrs. Dianne Wolff
Mrs. Donna Piekanski
Mrs. Donna Zacher
Mrs. Doriann Dalonzo
Mrs. Elena Perez in Memory of Janina Vargas
Mrs. Elizabeth a Keller
Mrs. Elizabeth Vila
Mrs. Elizabeth Wolf in Memory of Joseph F Clausi, Sr.
Mrs. Emily Krawzyk in Memory of Miss Jillian Siegel
Mrs. Erica C Iannotti
Mrs. Erin E Villalobos
Mrs. Gina Pellegrini
Mrs. Gizella Papanicolaou in Honor of Adam M Divenere
Mrs. Gloria a Darmanin
Mrs. Heather Beckage
Mrs. Heather M Longyear
Mrs. Hilde Burton
Mrs. Ida Tyler
Mrs. Jackie Giammatteo
Mrs. James
Mrs. Jane K Argento
Mrs. Jane March
Mrs. Janet Mcguire in Memory of Jack Mcguire
Mrs. Janeth Kennedy
Mrs. Janine M Hanson
Mrs. Jayne Bellamy in Memory of Eleanor Bahl

Mrs. Jeanne M Birmingham in Memory of Thomas Reynolds
Mrs. Jeannette Corey
Mrs. Jeannette Corey in Memory of Janina Vargas
Mrs. Jeffrey Sorell
Mrs. Jen Balacic
Mrs. Jenesis Campbell
Mrs. Jenna Venneri
Mrs. Jennifer Arehart
Mrs. Jennifer Doddato-Cantalupo in Memory of Janina Vargas
Mrs. Jennifer H Hafele in Memory of Miss Erma E Hafele
Mrs. Jennifer K Bowles in Honor of Colin Bowles
Mrs. Jennifer L Abrahamsen
Mrs. Jennifer L Malloy
Mrs. Jennifer L Persons
Mrs. Jennifer Osborn
Mrs. Jennifer Pugliese
Mrs. Jennifer Tremper
Mrs. Jessica Decker
Mrs. Jessica Evans
Mrs. Jill D’Amato
Mrs. Joannie Diperna Sr.
Mrs. Jodi D Ashmore in Memory of John Joy
Mrs. Jodi Hemstreet
Mrs. Jody a Danna
Mrs. Joni M Granwehr
Mrs. Judith a Rebholtz
Mrs. Judith C Rebholtz
Mrs. Judith F Mollica
Mrs. Julia M Maxwell
Mrs. Karen D Capasso
Mrs. Karen E Passchier in Memory of Tommy Ruddy
Mrs. Kate Rose
Mrs. Kathleen a Crudo in Memory of Ben Stowell
Mrs. Kathleen Pedrick
Mrs. Kelley M Apple
Mrs. Kelly J Santella
Mrs. Kelly M Lake
Thank You
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Mrs. Kelly Mihalyo
Mrs. Kelly Schlosser
Mrs. Kelly Walters in Memory of Amanda Kuck
Mrs. Keri a Snyder in Honor of Danny Hegarty
Mrs. Kerri L Deangelis
Mrs. Kimberly a Trestick in Honor of Ayven Trestick
Mrs. Kimberly Pomykaj
Mrs. Kleinke
Mrs. Kristi L Morales
Mrs. Kristin Rotella
Mrs. Kristine Alcala
Mrs. Lauren Decker in Honor of Kennedy Decker
Mrs. Laurian Harrison
Mrs. Leeann Oneal
Mrs. Lena Serrano in Honor of Chloe Rose
Mrs. Leslie Divenere
Mrs. Lianne M Chase
Mrs. Lilith Hart
Mrs. Linda bayusk in Memory of Baby Alex Mouguey
Mrs. Linda Abed
Mrs. Linda Kerris-Sullivan
Mrs. Linda M Doig in Honor of Jaheem D.
Mrs. Lisa Edwards
Mrs. Lisa Lloyd in Memory of Mac Davison
Mrs. Lisa Lloyd in Memory of Nora Mercier
Mrs. Lisa M Rios-Urrutia in Memory of Mr. Richard M Hogan, Sr.
Mrs. Lisa Nonnenmann
Mrs. Lohana N Tarantino
Mrs. Lori Mcevoy
Mrs. Lori Pereira
Mrs. Mandy Kelder
Mrs. Marci L Gouveia
Mrs. Marcy Traudt
Mrs. Margaret A Mullen in Honor of Liam Maxwell
Mrs. Margaret Barber
Mrs. Margaret M Viviano
Mrs. Margarita Springer in Memory of Mr. Luis a Maya
Mrs. Maria Locastro
Mrs. Maria Taylor
Mrs. Mariana Weaver
Mrs. Marisa Dollbaum
Mrs. Marisa Lazaro
Mrs. Marisa N Caprara
Mrs. Marisa Wolpert
Mrs. Marissa L Siracusano
Mrs. Marlo a Kopec in Memory of Hailey Niclaus
Mrs. Mary Ann Riccardella
Mrs. Maryann Harris
Mrs. Maryann Maneri
Mrs. Marybeth Sottile
Mrs. Maureen a Whitesell
Mrs. Megan Levine in Honor of Emma Levine
Mrs. Meghan Landerway
Mrs. Melissa E Coddington
Mrs. Melissa Meisner
Mrs. Melyssa Burega
Mrs. Meridith M Ferber
Mrs. Michele D Miller
Mrs. Michele Gorey
Mrs. Michelle Brandi
Mrs. Michelle Dickinson
Mrs. Michelle Wolfe
Mrs. Nancy a Brassard in Honor of Ayven Trestick
Mrs. Nancy Nice
Mrs. Nancy Robinson
Mrs. Nancy Zupo
Mrs. Nicole Cantalupo
Mrs. Nicole Jensen
Mrs. Nicole Klopotoski
Mrs. Pat & Carole Quattrone
Mrs. Pat Salimbene in Memory of Nick Wolber
Mrs. Patrice R Williams
Mrs. Patricia Mathous
Mrs. Patricia S Dicerbo
Mrs. Polly Korman
Mrs. Ranae Fredenburg
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Mrs. Raquel Derrick in Memory of Baby Kalel
Mrs. Rebecca Churchill in Honor of Mrs. Barbara Fellows
Mrs. Rebecca Falk
Mrs. Renee M Rodkey in Memory of Abbey Rodkey
Mrs. Rhonda Darmstadt
Mrs. Rita M Purce
Mrs. Robin Dalton
Mrs. Robin Prockup
Mrs. Ronda Tucker
Mrs. Roseann Struber
Mrs. Rozanne Abbott
Mrs. Samantha Sokol
Mrs. Samantha Tiano
Mrs. Samantha Wamsley
Mrs. Sandra Torres
Mrs. Sara H Reisberg
Mrs. Sara L Vroman
Mrs. Sarah Trombeta
Mrs. Shannon M Vanwormer
Mrs. Shannon Norton
Mrs. Shannon Powell
Mrs. Sharon E Laidlaw
Mrs. Sharon Lange-Thomas
Mrs. Sheena Lepez
Mrs. Sheli Stark
Mrs. Stacey Trapani-Barber
Mrs. Stacie Totman
Mrs. Stephanie Overton-Hall
Mrs. Susan Curtin
Mrs. Susan Davanzo
Mrs. Susan J Cote in Memory of Mr. Dominick I Baldovin
Mrs. Susan Meyer
Mrs. Suzanne Buda
Mrs. Suzanne Fiori
Mrs. Tammy Manicone
Mrs. Terri Rich in Honor of Carla Hood, a Hero To All The Kids
Mrs. Terri Rich in Memory of Suzanne’s Baby Alex
Mrs. Theresa a Daria
Mrs. Theresa M Barringer
Mrs. Tina Korpieski in Honor of All The Courageous Fighters
Mrs. Valerie T Hill
Mrs. Vanessa Hayes
Mrs. Vivian Romano
Mrs. Ximena Colban
Ms. Alexa and Dana Pensabene
Ms. Amanda J Friedman
Ms. Amy Eskesen
Ms. Amy M Harris in Honor of Carla Because She Is That Kid!
Ms. Amy M Harris in Memory of Angel Alexander
Ms. Angelmarie Bambino-Thomas in Honor of Kate Podell
Ms. Anna Zuvic
Ms. Anne Potter
Ms. Annie Gonzalez
Ms. Antoinette Sposito
Ms. Ashley Heffernan
Ms. Aubrey a Zambrella
Ms. Bethann Bruno
Ms. Bett Travers
Ms. Brenda Lee Saunders
Ms. Brie Batkiewicz
Ms. Brittney N White
Ms. Carrie Townsend
Ms. Cathy Goska
Ms. Charlotte Strecker
Ms. Charlotte V Marriott
Ms. Christina M Lauria
Ms. Christine H Lavelle
Ms. Clare P Rubin
Ms. Colleen Guse
Ms. Dale Trethaway
Ms. Dana Small
Ms. Darlene Iglio
Ms. Deborah Schachter
Ms. Deirdre O’Neill
Thank You
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Ms. Denise L Isaacson
Ms. Denise M Romano
Ms. Denise Mannese
Ms. Donna a Knowles
Ms. Donna M Walsh in Memory of Mr. Glenn Ramirez
Ms. Doris M Dempsey
Ms. Dorothy Barney
Ms. Elaine Ciesielski
Ms. Elina Kats
Ms. Elizabeth Gold
Ms. Elizabeth Restivo
Ms. Ellen Kepner
Ms. Emily M Gargill
Ms. Erica L Topple
Ms. Erin Bonesteel
Ms. Frances a Minissale
Ms. Gayle Kavanagh
Ms. Ginger M De Stefano
Ms. Hannah Takacs
Ms. Hillary E Henderson
Ms. Jackie Deteso
Ms. Jacqueline Catalfamo in Memory of Nathan Burgess
Ms. Jaime E Carr
Ms. Janine Cantalupo
Ms. Jeanette R Witten
Ms. Jenn L Little
Ms. Jennifer Carey
Ms. Jennifer Guy
Ms. Jennifer Mathous
Ms. Jennifer Vanriette
Ms. Jessie a Brewer in Memory of Alan R Brewer, Sr.
Ms. Jill M Correa
Ms. Joan M Zuckerman
Ms. Joanna M Huzior
Ms. Joleen R Katula
Ms. Julie Reynolds
Ms. Juliet Hutchinson in Honor of Zion Hutchinson
Ms. Karen a Rice
Ms. Kate Franco
Ms. Kate M Corkery
Ms. Katha Gatto in Honor of Dennis Gatto
Ms. Kathleen a Mccarthy
Ms. Kathleen M Knudsen
Ms. Kathy Ventura
Ms. Katie Van Benschoten
Ms. Kayla M Rogers
Ms. Kelley J Pike
Ms. Kelly Cardalino
Ms. Kiersten Degraff
Ms. Kim Bjorklund
Ms. Kimberly Bush
Ms. Kimberly Faraci in Honor of Leo Daggett
Ms. Kristen Diedhiou
Ms. Laura a Minneto
Ms. Laura Cintron
Ms. Laura J Fanelli
Ms. Leslie C Siegel
Ms. Linda D Depuy
Ms. Linda R Greene
Ms. Linnea Page
Ms. Lisa O Befeler
Ms. Loretta Greco
Ms. Lori L Herzog in Honor of Mrs. Dorothy a Herzog
Ms. Lucinda Y Segal
Ms. Lydia Hodges in Memory of Mr. Brock Haney
Ms. Madalyn Benoit
Ms. Maggie Cusprinie
Ms. Margaret Mcmanus
Ms. Maria Krum
Ms. Maria R Alvear
Ms. Marla Martin
Ms. Marlayna Sullivan
Ms. Marlo M Lamonte
Ms. Mary Kay Jandrew
Ms. Mary Mcclellan in Honor of Nathaneil Leach
Ms. Mary Urrico
Ms. Merideth Nierenberg
$1–$99 (continued)
Ms. Michele a Rusin
Ms. Michele a Smith in Memory of Mr. George D Smith, Sr.
Ms. Molly M Salisbury
Ms. Nancy Anderson in Honor of Donald/Frank Nemeth
Ms. Nancy J Stewart in Memory of Ben Stowell
Ms. Nancy Wilson
Ms. Nicole Connelly
Ms. Nicole Jamesi
Ms. Nicole Vazquez
Ms. Patricia Davis
Ms. Patricia E Sanford
Ms. Patty Shields
Ms. Piscitelli
Ms. Pj, Dave & Kelpie Hohmann
Ms. Rachel Cipolla
Ms. Renee Suarez in Memory of Ryan C
Ms. Roberta L Dumas
Ms. Rosanne T Braslow
Ms. Rosealee Litts
Ms. Samantha Hurley
Ms. Sandra E Smith
Ms. Sandra E Smith in Memory of Ms. Elizabeth C Smith
Ms. Sarah Imboden in Honor of Macallister Davison
Ms. Sarah Nazarian
Ms. Savannah L Seraphim
Ms. Shaina L Marron
Ms. Shannon C Mapes
Ms. Shannon Malak
Ms. Sharon Burton
Ms. Sheila U Parker
Ms. Shelley L Burke
Ms. Sherri L Krumian
Ms. Stacey L Ostrander
Ms. Susan L Hausermann-Kleinke
Ms. Suzanne Shelpman in Honor of Kids’ Research Funds From Neighborhood Tailgate
Ms. Suzanne Shelpman in Honor of Lady Carla Knighthood’s 50th Birthday!
Ms. Suzanne Shelpman in Honor of Meeting First Goal of $500
Ms. Suzanne Shelpman In Memory Of Alexander who mattered, was loved, and would have lit-up the world
Ms. Suzanne Shelpman In Memory Of Ultimate Warriors Nico Cassabria and Kellen Walden - both July, 2017
Ms. Suzanne Shelpman In Memory Of Warrior Tony Colton and match for Carla’s HeadBlade smooth challenge
Ms. Tammy Brinkman
Ms. Tara J Ryan
Ms. Wanda Stannard
Ms. Wendy J Trojak
Mtd Interface Llc
Nadia Parola
Nana
Nana and Papa Lavigne
Nanci Leiching
Nancy Beers
Nancy J. Michela
Nancy Kinlin
Nancy Nash
Nani and Papi Faga
Nanny and Gramps
Naomi Drouillard in Memory of Ashlee Drouillard Napolitanos
Narciso and Gustavo
Natasha ChiliOS
Nathan Howard
National Grid
Nelson Stamp & Coin, LLC
Nial Clauson
Nic Cage
Nicholas and Linda Primiano
Nicholas and Nancy Mecca
Nichole Lewellyn
Nick & Christina Cicale
Nick and Kazue Stutmann
Nicole & Dan Dalton
Thank You
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Nicole Adams in Memory of Janina Vargas
Nicole Marie In Honor Of All the warriors battling, and Carla’s relentless dedication to the fight!
Nicole Rist
Nicole Schaap
Nikole M Lapointe
Nil
Nina Gonzalez in Memory of Janina Vargas
Noah & Benjamin Barringer
Norma Mondaned in Memory of Mitchell a Kraeling, Jr.
North Star Daycare
Nyah Grusell
Nydia Ferrer
Officer C Zambrella
Old Engine 7 Sign Co.
Ortiz Family
Over The Top Chimney Services in Honor of Tj Hanlon
Owen & Julia-Go Daddy!!
Owen & Mya Arsenault
Owen Hopf
Pam & Don
Pam and Val Natoli
Pam Gottstine
Pam Mills
Pamela Cerrone
Pamela Gaffney
Pamela Young
Paolo Dg
Papa & Gigi - For Lily
Pat & Fred Hill in Memory of Tyler Hill
Pat & John W.
Pat and Dave in Honor of Liam M.
Pat and Ron
Pat Fragaszy in Memory of Jasmine Tarver
Pat Savoie and Mary Chambers
Patricia & John McDonnell
Patricia and Bernie
Patricia E Sullivan
Patricia Nelson
Patricia O’Connor
Patricia Parsons
Patricia Rushby
Patricia Sabini
Patrick F Clancy
Patrick Flannery Jr.
Patsy Dusavage
Patti
Patty & Ed O’Connor
Patty Ann & Ed
Patty Ann & Ed Rozelle
Patty Bowman
Paul (Pop) Crilly in Honor of Ms. Zoe E Hunter
Paul and Courtney Gambino
Paul and Michelle Scuzzarella
Paul Betancourt
Paul Spadafora
Paula
Paula M Rosenberg in Memory of Mitchell H Kraeling
Pay It Forward
Penny Ducker & Barbara Buddenhagen
Perfect Yrn and Tea Shop
Pested in Memory of Sgt. Donald T Hurley
Peter & Susan Gage
Peter and Judy Riley
Peter and Lisa Grasse Iii
Peter Brophy in Memory of Bruce Brophy
Peter G Traudt
Peter Inserra
Peter Inserted-Lol
Petschko Petschko
Phil & Peggy Alvarez
Phyllis Marshall in Memory of Thomas Stokes
Pierce Tierney
Pietrina and Dominic Garcia
Polly a Foncannon
Poofy Organics With Kelly Burns in Honor of Alec Lombardi
Thank You
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Pop & Grammy
Poppy & Sue
Poppy (Tom Burns)
Poppy Terpening
Powers Family
Proud Mommy and Daddy
Quincy a Pick
Quint Investments & Insurance
R.J. and C. Gorman
Rachael
Rachael Klein in Memory of George Demasi
Rachel Divenere
Rachel Ephraim
Rachel Flanagan
Rachel M Parker
Rachel Ronk
Rachel, Sean, Sammy, and Jacob
Raelee Grimm
Raffle
Ralph and Dianne Lebarron
Randee Martinez
Randy Ricks
Rasonda in Memory of Richard Liddle
Ray & Janine Bowles in Honor of Colin Bowles
Ray Anthony
Ray Stagich
Rayma
Raymond/Carol Ann Mayone
Rebecca a Brocco
Rebecca a Brocco in Honor of Annabella Munoz
Rebecca and Jack Flynn
Rebecca J Ramirez-Mckinley
Rebecca Lang in Honor of Dalton Bingham
Rebekah Aronson
Rebekkah Aldrich
Regional Food Bank, With Thanks To Stacey Gerard and Tim Stowell
Renee Gandrow

Rich and Kristie Becker
Rich Seeley
Rich,Donna and Jacob in Honor of Zach Swart
Richard “Thumper” Moore
Richard and Erin Burch
Richard C Cantalupo
Richard F Quigley Jr.
Rick Negron Sr.
Rietsch Family
Rita Ashmore
Rita Virga
Ritamary Montano-Vining in Memory of
Mrs. Pauline D Montano
Rivertide Aikikai
Rj’s Grandma & Grandpa
Rjw Enterprises
Rob & Rosa
Rob Tigue
Robert a Martin
Robert Bannen
Robert Landy
Robert M Viviano
Robert Mckeon
Robert T Lawless
Robin & Mike
Ron and Cindy Brocco
Ronald L. Perez, Jr. and Katrina M. Groboski
Ronda Tucket
Ron’s Mom
Rosa Beck
Rosanne White in Memory of Roseann Trapani
Rose Schreiber
Rosemari Roughton
Rosemarie R Van Patten
Rosemary Vizdos in Honor of Chloe Hyneman
Roy J Uhl
Ruth Ann Hermida
Ruth Sansane in Memory of Jayden Holtzhauer
Ryan & Nikki
$1–$99 (continued)

Ryan Barringer
Ryan Kennish
Ryan’s Uncles
Sabrina Sapunarich
Sadie Pasquariello
Sally Gibbs
Salvatore and Ilene Grillo
Salvatore Incorvaia in Honor of Kira Sass
Sam
Sam Gratta
Sam O’Shea
Sammi Peters in Memory of Karl John Peters
Sandra
Sara
Sara Burns
Sara Guerriero
Sarah Grinberg
Sarah L Hendrick
Sarah Lipsky
Sarah Lucy and James
Sarah Schaefer
Sarah Waldorf
Sarah, Eric, & Ryker
Sarah, Tom & Ayla in Memory of Mr. Daniel Markewich
Sarina & Thomas Gianatasio
Scn2A in Honor of Charlotte Junji
Scott C Meyer
Scp Metal Fabrication
Sean T Hurley
Sean Wood
Serge Young
Seth Turner
Shana Cline
Shane Cornell
Shane Sullivan
Shanna & Jeff Knapp
Shannon a Stewart
Shannon Denise

Shannon Fasce
Sharlene Harvey
Sharon
Sharon Bermudez
Sharon Rushkoski
Sharon Wilcox
Sheila and Michael
Shelby Cathcart
Shelli Jaracz
Shelly Kelly
Sherri
Sherry Pigliavento
Shirley Cohen
Sickboy Tattoo Studio
Silva Mateosian
Sisterly in Honor of Annabella Munoz
Skylee R Baker
Snyders Appliance Volleyball Mike, Lanah, Lindy, Cb, Derek & Stacey
Sonja and Mike Maclary
Sophia
Sophia E Corby in Memory of Helen Denmon
Sp
Stacie Cornelison
Starbucks Friends
Stefanie Colclough
Steph Langdon
Stephanie & Jon Zweibel
Stephanie M Santore
Stephanie Minerly
Stephanie Winters
Stephannie Shad
Stephen a Ras
Stephen and Cynthia Dallow
Steve and Connie Schulze in Memory of Henry Schulze
Steve Barber
Steve Normann in Honor of Zach Swart
Steve Vernoy
Steven & Christina Borden
$1–$99 (continued)
Stowell Family in Honor of Ben Stowell
Stuart and Judith Stein
Sue and Kevin Bannen
Sue Bannen
Sue Haight
Sue Peone
Sue Saburo
Sue Sachar
Sue Sepulveda & Emmit Peterson
Sue Worthman
Susan & Peter M Moon in Memory of Bruce Mortensen
Susan and John Pensabene
Susan Benjamin
Susan E Collins
Susan Fischer
Susan Gogg
Susan Jaronski
Susan Mulliken
Susan White
Susanne E Witkop
Susanne Gallina
Suzanne Clark in Memory of Kellen Walden
Suzanne Sullivan
Syha Bake Sale
Talia and Lennox Benziger
Tally Fisher
Tammy Bodenweber
Tammy Buchanan in Honor of Superwinner James
Tammy Buchanan in Honor of The 46 Mommas
Tammy Salatel
Tammy Triolo and Jon Lovegrove
Tammy Wood
Tara & Julia in Memory of Janina Vargas
Tara Dolan in Honor of Kennedy Decker
Tara Muscillo
Tara Nadareski
Tara Tabor-Erlich
Tatum Tribe
Taylor and Jordan
Td Mills
Teacia Z Marchesa
Team 339
Teresa and Brett L.
Teri T
Terry Badura
Thank You, Stacey! From M & B
The Acquista Family
The Belmonte Family
The Boyle Family
The Braccini’s
The Branin Family in Honor of Eli Cooper
The Brink Family
The Brink Family in Honor of Zach <3 Swart
The Carneglia Family
The Children’s Place Daycare
The Constantine Family
The Cooper Family
The Cordova Family
The Culps
The Darling Family in Memory of Sheila Benjamin-Ormerod
The Decelle Family
The Dichiaro Family
The Dickerson Family
The Dow Family
The Dunn Family
The Dutch Ale House
The Farrington Family
The Fasanos in Honor of Liam Maxwell
The Fischer Family
The Foote Family
The Fury’s
The Fusco’s
The Gallo Fam
The Giebelhaus Family
The Giga Family in Honor of Janina Cantalupo
The Goodmans
$1–$99 (continued)
The Grandes
The Gregorio’s
The Haleys
The Hyde Family
The Jergensen Family in Honor of Arden Macphee
The Jimenez Family
The Johnson Family
The Kain Family
The Kennish Family
The Krom Family
The Kullman’s
The Kuriplach Family
The Lasecki Family
The Luxemburg Family
The Maryland Greenmans
The Mathis Family
The Matoske Family
The Mattisons
The Mcguires
The Metelski’s
The Mulazzi Family in Memory of Martin Scharle
The Music Studio of Patricia Keith
The Nelson Family
The Pagano Family
The Palleschi’s
The Parks
The Pasquarella Family
The Ratsey Family
The Roether Family
The Sansolo Family in Honor of Kennedy D
The Scalise Family in Honor of Ayven Trestick
The Schneiders
The Shafers
The Shultis Family
The Silvestri Family
The Smith Family
The Squires Family
The Stutmanns
The Tedford Family
The Tooch
The Van Houten Family
The Vaughn Family
The White, Langling, and Flynn Household
The Whitney Family With Love
The Willow Tree
The Wise Owl
The Wolff Pack
The Woodrow Family
The Zimmerman Family
Theo Gossou
Theresa and Mike Cooper, Pastor John, The Warren’s
Theresa Camacho
Theresa Guarino
Theresa Ingrassia
Theresa Jones
Thomas and Christine Loughlin Jr.
Thomas D Jones
Thomas R Swart
Thomas W Fischer
Thomasina Nista
Tiffany M Ogden
Tiffany Messineo
Tim and Jeanne Johnson
Tim and Jessica
Tim Boyle
Timothy and Dawn Gates
Timothy Mentzer
Timothy P Hines Jr.
Tina J Montano
Tina, Charles and Christian
Titi
Tms Colleague
Todd Bernier in Honor of Zach Swart
Todd Hackett
Todd Jansen
Tom & Ron
Tom Golden
$1–$99 (continued)

Tom Peterson
Tom R Swart
Tom Richer
Tom Rivera
Toni Gallante
Tony Mastellone
Tracey Lodge
Tracina Lee
Tracy
Tracy and Kurt Ulrich
Tracy Groening
Tracy Valenti in Memory of Priscilla Stanislaus
Trevis Beer
Tricia Prentice in Memory of Joan Irizarry
Trish Flaherty
Tyan Girls
Tyche’ Harris
Tyler Pereira
Uncle Donald and Uncle Billy
Uncle Frank and Aunt Janet
Uncle Joe and Aunt Val
Uncle Joey
Uncle Kevin & Aunt Donna
Uncle Matt & Aunt Jessie in Memory of Elaine M Summers
Uncle Matt & Aunt Jessie in Memory of Lois Lomuscio
Uncle Matt & Aunt Mary
Uncle Monte, Aunt Susan, and Tyler
Uncle Robert & Gina Law
Uncle Steve and Aunt Dee
Unitedhealth Group
Valerie Farrell
Valley Consultant Services, Llc
Vanessa Fyfe
Vasilios and Gizella Papanicolaou
Vazquez Grandparents
Verizon Foundation
Vi in Memory of Lily Larue Anderson

Via Your Great Uncle Phil
Vicki & Lana
Vicki and Paul Hickey
Vicki Massaroni
Vicki Robbins
Vickie Meadows
Vicky Buonpane
Victoria Greenwood in Memory of Sherry Sarah and Jenny
Villano Law Firm, Pllc
Vinny Dicesare
Violet & Weston Tramontano
Virginia L Carney
Viv
Vivien Knudsen
Weichert Realtors Fontaine and Assoc.
Wendi L Piper
Wesley and Michelle Lindsay
Westchester Wildcats Women’s Hockey’s Team
William & Kelly Smith
William and Elizabeth Swan
William Carroll Jr.
William Street
Woodstone Builders Inc.
Woodwoman Fine Carpentry
Wreckit Raccoon Fan Club
X. Benedict
Xavier, Allegra and Ian in Memory of Mac Davison
Yakheem Ramsay
Your Buddy Eli :)
Zachary Priest
Zack Todd
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$2,500–$4,999
King’s Kids

$1,000–$2,499
King’s Kids in Honor of Ben Stowell
Matthew DiCaprio in Honor of All Sarcoma Warriors Past, Present and Future
Sunmark Federal Credit Union

$500–$999
Amy & Dave Rose in Memory of Bruce Mortensen
Anonymous
Dr. Matthew R DiCaprio
Guilderland Elks Lodge 2480
Mr. Andrew Giacobone

$250–$499
Bob Ballerstein
Friends of Cody
James and Kate Schneider
Matt G
Maxwell Alley
Mr. Eddie Orihuela in Memory of Jani Vargas
S.I.S. Insurance
The Gould-Shenfeld Family Foundation in Honor of Hunter R. For Ayven
The Mckenna Family
The Retired Professional Fire Fighters Cancer Fund Inc.

$100–$249
Ac’s Towing and Recovery
Amy and Dave Rose
Amy and Dave Rose in Memory of Ben Stowell
Andrew James Salon
Anonymous
Anonymous in Memory of Ben Stowell
Anonymous in Memory of Mr. Ben Stowell
Ashley & Brent
Aunt Linda and Uncle Greg
Auntie Nay Nay, Uncle Mike, Gianna & Kenall in Memory of Bruce Mortensen
Bake Sale
Bill Wolfe
Brian and Joan Sprague
Cantalupo Family
Carolyn J Stefanco
Cathy Lozier in Memory of Kimberly Lozier
Chirosport & Spine
Christina Easton
Christina Pufky
Christine S.
Craig Bowers
Craig Kasper
Cynthia Proscia
David M Pondelick
Davinci Lab in Memory of Ben Stowell
Devine’s Auto
Dr. Denise Letteriello
Dr. Matthew R DiCaprio
Dr. Robert & Sheila Bialkin in Memory of Helen Mednikow Hytken
Dr. Vikramjit S Kanwar
Elaine
Eric in Memory of Benjamin Stowell
Esther and Roy Weintraub
Fin & Tracey Alvarez
Friends of Lee Anne
Gary Wall
Gram and Grandpa D. in Memory of Theresa and Ralph Vitolo
Grela&Bill and Mom&Dad
Heather B
Herbert Wallace
Jennifer Guy in Honor of Jada Marie Williams
John Gonzalez
Joni J Richter in Honor of Ben Stowell
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$100–$249 (continued)
Jose and Idania
Jse General Contracting, Llc
Julie and Kevin Clancy in Memory of Stuart Spevak
K9 Noses Inc. in Honor of Jordan Glover
Kevin Banes & Kate Corkery
Maddie Sullivan
Marc David Fuchs
Margaret and Eric Laier
Margaret and Maria Dwyer
Martin, Harding & Mazzotti, Llp
Mary Jean Bryce - Raffle
Matthew Dicaprio
Maureen Danko
Meier Law Firm, PLLC
Michael and Alyssa in Honor of Michael Novenche
Michael and Roberta Mahlmeister
Michele, Jeff, Tyler
Mike Dattilio
Miss Janine Cantalupo in Memory of Michael Fariello
Miss Karen Hock in Memory of Ben Stowell
Mj in Memory of Vincent Edmonds
Mr. Adam C Knaust
Mr. Bruce a Shreffler
Mr. Bryan Gordon
Mr. Derek Devenpeck
Mr. Derek M Macdormand
Mr. Dominick Pupa
Mr. Donald J Deangelis II
Mr. Donald M Nemeth
Mr. Frank P Nemeth
Mr. Henry M Montgomery
Mr. Jeffrey L Hill
Mr. Jeffrey Miller
Mr. John P Casellini
Mr. Nick Kounas
Mr. Paul J Richman
Mr. Philip Cifarelli
Mr. Phillip and Theresa Mincone

Mr. Sam Nejame
Mrs. Carole E Wands in Memory of Susan V Siegel
Mrs. Donna Cassino
Mrs. Eileen M Satterlee in Memory of Ben Stowell
Mrs. Elizabeth Squillace
Mrs. Karen Meixner Kasman
Mrs. Laura Valle
Mrs. Melanie Sheehan
Ms. Amy Kramer
Ms. Blair Brodar
Ms. Julia Tighe
Ms. Katie Reilly in Memory of Mrs. Ginger Burke
Ms. Kelsey P Alvarez
Ms. Kristen a Conklin
Ms. Lawana K Rasmussen
Ms. Lisa H Thomson
Ms. Valarie M Jeffers in Memory of Samuel Jeffers
Nancy Wentworth
Ontario Insurance Company
Patricia Sprague
Patti Vitale
Phil & Peggy
Reagan, Ryan & Rebecca Kobos in Memory of Aunt Flora
Richard Alfred
Riley Grimm
Rose & Dave Sanders
Rr & Boys
Ryan & Jillian Gonch
Sara Spychalski
Sarah, Eric, & Ryker
Scott C Cecilian
Sheila and Paul Guse
Signature Home Buyers
Stephen Caridi
Stuart Adams
Susan Davis in Honor of Tim Harris
The Clancy Family in Memory of Stuart Spevak
The Luks Family
The Mortgage Place
$100–$249 (continued)
Tony Tiseo  
Travelers Insurance  
Tricia  
Trina Schanz  
Will & Danny  
William, Maria, Kendall Dollard

$1–$99
#29  
Aaron Marriner  
Adamec Chiropractic  
Adele and David Girard in Honor of Kamdon Wert  
Adwear  
Alana Paige  
Ali Wilkosz  
Ali, Frank and Carter  
Alissa Tulloch  
Allie  
Alton Anderson  
Alysa & Steven Block  
Amanda & Raelynn in Honor of Team Kamden  
Amie Bortnick  
Ammie Cummings in Memory of Barbara Makowiecki  
Andrea  
Andrea Graffeo  
Angela  
Angela E Cassetta  
Anika Govindarajan  
Ann Frantti in Memory of Lucas Romano  
Ann Kakuda  
Anna Lott  
Anne Marie  
Annette Rine  
Anonymous  
Art+Joy Miller in Honor of Ms. Mandy L Cornick  
Aunt Mary  
B  
Baby Got Snap

Barbara Como  
Barbara Jones  
Bella Moda 1 Llc  
Beth Houck  
Beth Whiteman  
Big Daddy Theo  
Bill Creighton  
Blanca Dominguez in Memory of George Migliaccio  
Bobbi Maye  
Bossman  
Brad Heitz  
Brenda Sutherland  
Brennan Maloney  
Bret C  
Brian & Jen Munkres  
Brion & Amanda Salatino in Honor of Ayven Trestick  
Brittney Schlegel  
Brooke  
Candace Sarris  
Capt. John Mattis  
Carol & John Ferlazzo  
Carol and Jerry Diotte  
Carrie Townsend  
Carrie, Ian, Ryley and Madelyn  
Casey, Brandon & Jozlyn Flaherty  
Catherine a Reade  
Cathy and Vinny  
Charlene Campanelli  
Cheryl Trainor  
Chip & Liz Dicicco  
Chris, John, Scuba, Leo, Chris H.  
Chris Diotte’s Aunt Mary Ann & Uncle Mark  
Chris Gazoorian  
Chris Warner  
Christina Faughnan  
Christina Patterson  
Christine Burman  
Christine Hesch  
Christine M Staib in Memory of June B Ullom
$1–$99 (continued)
Christine Stanners
Christopher & Jennifer Ryan in Memory of Walter Gould
Cindy Pulver
Cindy Sgarlata
Colleen Guse in Memory of Nana Organ
Colleen J Tucker
Colleen Umholtz
Colleen Westphal
Cori I
Courtney & Jim Vardaro
Courtney Marsello
Craig Bowers
Craig Maynard
Cristina, Mike, Sienna & Michael Wheeler in Honor
of Ayven Trestick
Curt
Cusato’s Donation Box
D. and K. Kniskern, Llc Dba Center Stage Deli
Dad
Damien G.
Dan “Farmer” Lutz
Dan Butzer
Dan Ginter
Dan Heim
Dana Bonjolo
Daniel Grant
Danielle Conroy
Danielle L Quigley
Danielle M Deloughery in Memory of Kenneth Mcculloch
Daureen Shoemaker in Memory of Walter Gould
Dave Clark
Dave Munsey
Dave Reilly
David and Mary Atkinson
David Arnold
Davidsader.Com
Dawn and Doug Graham
Debby Levy
Debra Fake
Deirdre Roberts and David Edson in Memory of
Ben Stowell
Denise Krute
Dennis Ralff
Dennisrobin Hillpot in Honor of Sara Flouton
Derek R Egel
Diana L Heitzman in Honor of Julia Wither
Diane Freeman
Dom Lombardi
Don and Terry Maslanka
Dorothy Augenstein
Dottie Augenstein
Douglas Burns
Dr. Bridgett M Williams-Searle
Dr. Eric Mcmahon
Dr. Jessica Arabski
Dr. Kathleen Crowley
Dr. Kelly S Meyer Iii
Dr. Kenneth March
Dr. Kristi Fragnoli
Dr. Matthew R Dicaprio
Dr. Vikramjit S Kanwar
E. Daria in Memory of Ben Stowell
Edie Cochetti in Memory of Mr. Anthony J Cochetti
Edward Santelli
Elaine Lederman
Eldrid in Honor of Justin Bruckbauer
Eleanor Baldigo in Memory of Eleanor Voci
Elijah T Quist
Elizabeth Choinacki
Elizabeth Currie
Eric D Penhallow
Erica & John Etherington
Erica Tanner
Erica Teiper
Esprit De Corpse
Faire Finery
Fannie Mae
$1–$99 (continued)
Felipe & Aida
Fire Storm Roller Derby
Foxy
Fran Conti
Frank and Nicole Rapp
Frank Dinan
Fred and Peggy Guse
Fred and Wheels
Friends of Billy
Friends of Chris
Friends of Connor
Friends of Eric Carello
Friends of John
Friends of Meghan
Friends of Mully
Friends of Stephen
From Bunny and Clyde!
Gary Cunningham
GE Foundation
Geoff & Ursula Hall
George Frantti
George Urciuoli
Gerald Macey
Gillian Stark
Gina Picarillo
Grace Raspanti in Memory of Giuliana Boudouvas
Gram Nancy in Memory of Bruce Mortensen
Guilderland Martial Arts
Heather Huber
Heather Johnson
Hella Paiño
Hodge Family
Horton Family
Hrrt
Hyde Family in Honor of James Stowell
I.C. Bonez
Ian Farrell
In Honor of Ben
Invincibill
J Michael Barr
Jack Jones in Memory of Jimmy Mcgoven
Jacki Cioffi
Jacques and Jeanine Prosper
James Ayres
James B Martin
James E Teschke
James Stowell
Jamie L Piltman in Honor of Ayven Trestick
Jane & Anthony
Jane Abrams-Tucker, Bsn, Rn in Memory of Matthew J Abrams
Jane Ryan
Janice and Ronnie Hewitt
Jason Beaulieu
Jason Cornell
Jason Gage
Jason Wert in Honor of Kamdon Wert
Jason Zatorsky
Javier L Sanchez
Jean Ann Masucci
Jean Rose & Deborah Clark
Jeff & Leigh
Jeffrey M Fochs
Jen and Gerrit Overeem
Jen and Mark Green-Whittenberg
Jen Sally
Jenn
Jenni Knapp
Jennifer and Adam Roy
Jennifer C Miller
Jennifer Cahill
Jennifer Collins
Jennifer L Korzyk
Jennifer Scheer
Jerome Camp
Jessica Baker
Jessica Collie
$1–$99 (continued)
Jessica Many
Jim & Nancy Dillenbeck in Honor of Tyler Kelly
Jim and Tina Morgan
Jim Mcpherson
Jim Vanburen
Joanie
Joann Kinney
Joanne Gomula
Joanne Pinheiro in Memory of Reese Johnson
Joanne Totaro
Jodi Scalise
Jody, Bob, Carl
John Benoit
Joni Clauson
Jordan & Melissa Daviero
Judi & Rich Paulsen
Julia Hesch
Julie & Scott Johnson
Julie Suarez
Julio G Mendoza
Justine Ochal in Honor of Ayven Trestick
Kali and Jeremy
Kara Dyer
Karen and Gary McGuggart
Karen Harkness
Karen Lavine
Karen M Markham in Honor of Scott a Markham
Karen R. Murray in Memory of Ronald Riva
Karen/Don Duma
Kari Vandenburgh
Karin Reis
Kate Contento
Kate Falvo
Kate Keefe in Honor of Nicholas H Motisi
Kate Willis
Kathleen, Adam & Peyton Russell in Honor of Robert J Smith
Kathy & Mark Brittell
Kathy Kenneally Stewart
Katie Ackerbauer
Katie Leroy in Honor of Ayven Trestick
Katie Simmons
Katie Ullman and Family
Keith Fry
Kellie Graham
Kellie Kieley
Kelly Greco
Ken & Jeanane Woods
Ken & Jeanne Woods
Ken Hughes
Ken McGrath
Kenneth and Ginger Burke
Keri Spencer and Family
Kerrie Snyder in Memory of Logan
Kevin Smith in Memory of Mrs. Geraldine Smith, Sr.
Kim Hackett
Kimberly Danquer
Kipp Family
Kitty Joy Thomas in Honor of Timothy Klose
Krista & Adalyn Galliher in Honor of Kamdon Wert
Kristen Donnellan
Kristen Vachon
Kristin Brassard
Krysta Brown
Kyle & Allyson Totaro
Kyle & Devon Marmorale in Honor of Jake Ingham
Kylie Lumley
Lamora Family in Memory of Elise Donlon
Lanen
Laura Hack
Laura Louis
Leanne, Holly, Sydney, Calli
Lee-Bola
Leslie Matthews
Linda & James Moore
Linda Abbott in Honor of Lisa Laflamme
Linda Chambers
Thank You
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Linda G in Honor of Ayven T
Linda Kimmey
Linda S Macdonald
Linda Smith
Lindsey a Osterhout
Lindy Tompkins
Lisa Champagne
Lisa Demarco
Lisa Ditargiani
Lisa Schryver
Lisa Terio & Donna Heath in Memory of Barbara Delia
Lori Smith Rn
Lorraine Farrell
Loueen Whalen
Luka Jones
Lynda Sleeter
Lynn
Lynne Lapham
Macejka-Hudson Family
Maggie, Dennis and Rory Mcmanus
Malek’s Automotive Service, Inc.
Marc in Memory of Carol Mccarthy
Marcy Proctor in Memory of Lucas Romano
Margaret Beam
Maria & Nick Cabin
Maria and Tom
Maria Mcclelland
Maria Roosa
Marie A.
Marie Oeffler
Mario’s Wine & Spirits
Marj Kline
Mark Hendricks
Mark Kopec
Marlene Brennan
Mary & Brian Bartlett
Mary C Quinn
Mary Carey
Mary Deangelis in Memory of Nancy Kim
Mary L. Vonhof Martin
Mary Wedrychowicz
Matthew Brady
Maureen Doyle
Maureen Gorgol
May Gumble
Mayham Myers
Megan E Ingram
Megan Helmecke
Melanie Connell
Melissa & Nick Palmucci in Honor of Ayven Trestick
Melissa A. Delucia
Melissa Mauro
Melissa Swan
Melyssa Wrisley
Meredith Schaefer
Michael & Jeremiah
Michael a Mathusa
Michael Hurley Phd
Michele
Michelle and Jason Getman
Michelle Degraw
Michelle Mangini
Michelle Oeffler
Michelle Stevens
Mike S
Miss Christina Connolly
Miss Lucy E Bungo
Miss Molly Mcginnis
Miss Olivia S Carter
Miss Savannah Gale
Miss Valerie Rhodes
Molly’s Aunt Marmo in Honor of George & Logan Hackley
Mommi Darest
Mommy
Morgan Connally
Morgan Mehan
Mr and Mrs. Brian Meisner
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Mr. & Mrs. John and Dena Finneran
Mr. Bob Boos
Mr. Brian T Dollard in Honor of Ms. Eileen Baldy Dollard
Mr. Brian T Pitcher
Mr. Charles a Leoni
Mr. Charlie Colligan
Mr. Chris Stanley
Mr. Christian P Hess
Mr. Christopher D Kruger
Mr. Dan Tanco
Mr. David Lara
Mr. David M Maxfield
Mr. Eddie Orihuela
Mr. Eric Carello
Mr. Eric English in Memory of Owen English
Mr. Eric Jaffe
Mr. George Zweier
Mr. Gordon Warnock
Mr. Isaac Kalish
Mr. Israel Rosenzweig
Mr. Jason Brassard
Mr. Jason T Wert
Mr. Jeremiah Lahnum
Mr. Jim Arb
Mr. Joe M Picallia
Mr. John Byrnes
Mr. John Ellis
Mr. John J Rubino
Mr. Jonathan Moya- Perez
Mr. Joseph D Leonard
Mr. Juraska
Mr. Justin Freeman
Mr. Kevin Hoyt
Mr. Kevin Juraska
Mr. Kevin Smith in Memory of Mrs. Geraldine Smith
Mr. Kirk Thode
Mr. Mark W Jones Jr.
Mr. Matthew Rivera Sr.
Mr. Max Corbett
Mr. Nial Clauson
Mr. Paul Guse
Mr. Paul J Richman
Mr. Peter J Spalding
Mr. Richard L Foulch Jr.
Mr. Richard Wells
Mr. Rob J Saba
Mr. Robert G Yager in Memory of Natalie & Lloyd Yager
Mr. Robert M Palumbo
Mr. Sean Organ
Mr. Seth D Kobay
Mr. Shawn Taylor
Mr. Simeon Brinberg
Mr. Thomas F Sansone
Mr. Thomas Priolo
Mr. Thomas S Aniolek
Mr. Tim Brooks
Mr. Tim Hoffman
Mr. Tom M Cardno
Mr. Vincent Fabozzi in Memory of Eduard Nogay
Mrs. Aida M Lugo in Memory of Aleida Fernandez
Mrs. Alicia Gearwar
Mrs. Alison M Myers Rn
Mrs. Amy K Rose
Mrs. Angela M Rueda
Mrs. Anne E Martin
Mrs. Anne M Cargile
Mrs. Antoinette Cantalupe in Honor of Janine Cantalupe
Mrs. Barbara Vernale
Mrs. Carie C Colloton
Mrs. Carla Wells in Honor of Ayven Trestick
Mrs. Carmela Balsamello in Memory of Sarina Totaro
Mrs. Carol Boyd
Mrs. Carolyn M Kelly in Memory of Dartagnan Schleeter
Mrs. Cheryl a Woll
Mrs. Cheryl Comins
Mrs. Christina a Kraszewski
Mrs. Colleen Betz
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Mrs. Colleen M Heiner
Mrs. Darlene Comproski
Mrs. Debbie L Smith
Mrs. Debbie Owen
Mrs. Diane M Assalian
Mrs. Donna K Gilmartin in Memory of Sandy Spaulding
Mrs. Dorothy V Evans
Mrs. Erica Restifo
Mrs. Georgina S Solera
Mrs. Janine Conlen
Mrs. Janis Koshgarian in Honor of Ayven Trestick
Mrs. Jennifer L Persons
Mrs. Jennifer Mamitag
Mrs. Jennifer Pugliese in Honor of Ayven Trestick
Mrs. Jill a Cuccolo
Mrs. Jill F Barry
Mrs. Joanna Maxon in Memory of Jacob Moore
Mrs. Karen a Fratianni in Honor of Ms. Sara Flouton
Mrs. Kathleen a Crudin in Memory of Ben Stowell
Mrs. Kathleen Beveridge in Honor of Trish Sprague
Mrs. Kathleen Campbell
Mrs. Katie Pierson
Mrs. Kelley M Apple
Mrs. Kelly L Bergen in Honor of Ayven Trestick
Mrs. Kimberly a Trestick in Honor of Ayven Trestick
Mrs. Kimberly M Mullin
Mrs. Lacey N Lewis in Honor of Carly Lewis
Mrs. Lauren N Gannon
Mrs. Leslie Mccann
Mrs. Linda Eldred
Mrs. Linda S Mayer in Memory of Mrs. Beatrice M Delamater
Mrs. Lindsey Serapilio in Honor of Ayven Trestick
Mrs. Lisa a Mauro in Memory of Jason Webb
Mrs. Lisa Davis Albero
Mrs. Lu Ann Flechsig in Memory of Brandon Brotoatmodjo
Mrs. Madaline Hackett
Mrs. Margo Hackley in Honor of George, Logan, Aiden, Carly Grandchildren
Mrs. Mary a Miller
Mrs. Mary Gordon
Mrs. Maryann Mancini in Honor of Ayven Trestick
Mrs. Melanie Guzowski
Mrs. Michaeline a Pashley
Mrs. Michele Leone
Mrs. Molly E Fanning
Mrs. Moon Kim
Mrs. Nancy a Brassard in Honor of Ayven Trestick
Mrs. Nicole Harrington
Mrs. Pamela C Rossetti
Mrs. Paula Severance in Memory of Robert Scheiper
Mrs. Priscilla E Perry
Mrs. Pugh
Mrs. Sandra Niedziwaidek
Mrs. Sarah K Farr
Mrs. Shelli Jaracz
Mrs. Sherry Sullivan
Mrs. Susan M Schnitzler
Mrs. Tammy Merwin
Mrs. Theresa a Cory in Honor of Noah Cory
Mrs. Tricia Avidano
Mrs. Tricia Gottlob
Ms. Alexah Bedard
Ms. Andrea Apollo
Ms. Angela Gunnink
Ms. Ann-Marie Holmes
Ms. April Forrest
Ms. Barbara Mackenzie
Ms. Brie Pilgram
Ms. Brigid Haragan in Memory of Ray and Louise Haragan
Ms. Carolyn Henzel
Ms. Catherine Peters
Ms. Cathy Goska
Ms. Cheryl Treco in Honor of Miss Taylor J Wentink
Ms. Christine Bentley
Ms. Claire Breukel
Ms. Colleen Westphal
Ms. Denise Corna
Ms. Denise May
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Ms. Di Anne M. Wright in Memory of Wayne Wright
Ms. Diane Czwakiel
Ms. Doris M Dempsey
Ms. Elizabeth a Wood in Memory of Ms. Joan P Whalen
Ms. Elizabeth a Wood in Memory of William F Wood, Jr.
Ms. Ellen Baumes
Ms. Emily a Cammarene
Ms. Frances a Minissale
Ms. Gillian R Tingley in Honor of Mavis Burgess
Ms. Ginger M Lochner Rn
Ms. Hadassah Pender
Ms. Hannah Bensink
Ms. Heidi L Kelley
Ms. Janice E Totten
Ms. Jenn L Little in Honor of Miss Julia Little
Ms. Jenna Weitzel in Honor of Kamdon Wert
Ms. Jill Campbell
Ms. Justine S Nethercott Rn in Honor of Justin B
Ms. Kari Canfield
Ms. Kelianne McIntyre
Ms. Kristin Trapini
Ms. Lindsey Wardlow-Coleman
Ms. Lisa Carello in Memory of Justin Bex
Ms. Lisa Lee in Memory of Nicole M Lee
Ms. Lois L Vuoncino in Memory of Mr. Ben Stowell
Ms. Lois Malatino in Memory of Ben Stowell
Ms. Maggie Villafane
Ms. Marie Gentile in Memory of Eileen Dietrich
Ms. Mary Kay Jandrew
Ms. Maura Clark in Memory of Mr. Brian Maloney
Ms. Maureen Smith-Boxley
Ms. Megan Osika
Ms. Michele Dzembo
Ms. Michelle F Shader
Ms. Nancy Stewart in Memory of Ben Stowell
Ms. Nereida Stewart in Memory of Matt Proctor
Ms. Patricia a Cadrette
Ms. Paula Cavin
Ms. Ruth N Candelario in Memory of Isaura Candelario
Ms. Sarah E Tongue
Ms. Shannon Peters
Ms. Susan T Gale in Memory of Nathan N Burgess
Ms. Terri W Rogers
Ms. Wendy L Seibert
Mundweiler Family in Honor of Derrick Mundweiler
Nancy + Rick Stupski
Nancy Anderson
Nancy Hayes
Nate and Katie
Nephew!!!
Nicki Smith
Nicole Leoni
Nikki
Papá Papa
Papá Papa’s Novia
Pat and Eric Amering
Pat Treanor Savoie
Pat & Dom Martino
Pat & Dom Martino in Honor of Ben and James Stowell
Patricia Brindisi
Patrick Grella
Patrick Kane
Patty and Pam
Patty Jardino
Paul & Sue Mcdevitt
Paul and Michelle Scuzzarella
Paul Haldeman
Paul Heisig
Paula B Koppel
Peggy Phillips
Penny Tloczkowski
Penni Post-Freeman
Peri & Adam
Pete & Joy Devries
Pete and Melanie Schultz
Pete O
Phyllis Winters
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Pirc Family
Poppa Boris
Psycho Sylvia
Punky Bruzer
Pure Romance By Katie Barnard
Rachael & Dave Holm
Rachel a Matarazzo in Memory of Anthony Hill
Rae Quigley
Ragna
Ralph The Machinist
Rebecca Anderson-Pickering
Rebecca Briggs
Rebecca M Marino
Rebecca O’D
Regina
Rev. Charles B Mercer in Memory of Ben Stowell
Rev. Thomas Demuynck Jr.
Rhime Wolf
Rich & Pat Blanchard
Richard Dobbleare Sr.
Richard F Jones
Rick Ross
Rita J Crowley
Ritch Anthony
Rob Breault
Robert P Organ
Robert Stern
Rodney Kessler
Rollarama Skating Center, Inc.
Ron Corbett
Ryan and Gavin Clute
Sales Guys At Em Cahill
Samantha Tomeck & Angelica Smith
Sammy Jo
Sandy Jones in Memory of Amanda Melissa
Sara Borisenko
Sarah Flagler in Memory of Hayley Maliski
Sarah Ledermann
Sarah Pearl in Memory of Greg Markle
Sarah, Gary, Gabbi, and Casey
Scott and Kathleen Walling
Scott Henry
Screwdriver750
Sean P Wood
Serena Bouchard
Shane and Meagan
Sharon Gallo
Sharon Habiniak in Memory of Noreen Carnicelli
Sharona
Sheila Flihan
Sheila Sarrafi
Shelley L Marano
Skip Klein
Squirrel Jam
Squirrel Jam in Memory of Ben Gdf
Staci Rausher
Starr Nicholas
Stephanie S
Stephen a Ras
Steve Crosier
Sue & Emmit
Sue Furdon in Honor of Denise Bongiorno
Sue Raynis
Sue Vize
Superdave in Honor of Nicholas Wittreich
Susan & Peter Moon in Memory of Bruce Mortensen
Susan in Memory of Ben Stowell
Susanne Witkop
Suzanne M Bufalini
Tara Frazier
Teacia Zanda
Terry Peters
The Buttridge Family
The Clancy Family in Memory of Ben Stowell
The College of St. Rose Alumni in Memory of
Mrs. Carolyn a Adams
The Daly Family in Honor of James Stowell
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The Egels
The Fiori’s
The Fischers
The Frissora Family
The Goes Family
The Grey Archer
The Houghmasters
The Jurans
The Kleist Family
The Manns in Honor of Ayven Trestick
The Manzellas
The Matoske Family
The Olszowys
The Pasquarella Family
The Rider Family in Honor of Ayven Trestick
The Thompson Family in Memory of Reese M Johnson
The Trestick Family in Honor of Ayven Trestick
The Watt Family
The Weeks Family
The Whitehead Family
The Willey’s
The Woodrow Family in Honor of Ayven Trestick
The Zweibel’s
Theo Angelopoulos
Therapeutic Massage Solutions
Theresa Geleta
Thorne
Tidd Family
Todd R Ritchie
Tom and Judy Riescher in Honor of Ayven B
Toni G
Tracy
Tracy Bristol in Memory of Reese Johnson
Tracy Groeninger
Travis & Whitney Smith
Trish Lincoln
Tuff Mama
Vanessa Kezios

Vicki Jones
Vicky and Greg Pautler
Viveck Jain
Wayne Lennox
Whitsett Family in Memory of Ben Stowell
Will Marks
William Gettman
William J Parkhurst
Zach Gleason
Zachary Gleason
Zack S
Zindia N Morales
Zizi Belle